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EDITORIAL

CELEBRATING PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS
OF WOMEN WHILE LOOKING FORWARD

M

arch is Women's History Month in the United
States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia. It is a month during which the
past accomplishments of notable
women are celebrated, but it is also
a time for taking stock of the current
status of women in society and the
workplace. Much progress has been
made in the pursuit of gender equality, but there is still so much more
needed. While the obvious inequalities, like voting rights and explicit
discrimination in financial markets
and Human Resources practices,
have been addressed through laws,
biases against women still exist.
Gender parity in the workplace,
across a number of indicators like senior executive positions held, compensation, labor participation rates,
and employment in STEM companies, remains an elusive goal.
In a March 8, 2016, article appearing in the Stanford Social Innovation Review, the authors state that
gender parity in the global economy
could add as much as 26 percent
to the annual global DGP in
2025. That equates to the astonishing number of $28 trillion or the combined size of
the Chinese and U.S economies. The point of the article is that achieving gender
equality in the economy
begins in society. If women are not equal partners
in society, they are unlikely
to ever become equal participants in the workplace. Until
the gap between society and
the economy is closed, progress
toward gender parity is likely to be
stalled (which it is).
This likely explains the continual
struggle of women to make it to the

C-suite, find high-paying employment in the technology industry,
and earn equal pay. Biases are not
checked at the door as people enter
the workplace, so they remain true
barriers to achieving equality. In
fact, many employers simply still
fail to understand the connection
between factors like stereotyping
and how women are viewed in the
workplace. For example, as difficult
as it is to believe, women were being sent home for not wearing high
heels in the workplace, despite the
fact high heels can cause serious
physical problems like neck and
back pain. It does not take much
imagination to understand that the
high heels requirement is an expression of bias in that it says women's
work performance is connected to
their style.
The high heels example is presented to demonstrate that many

corporate leaders still do not understand bias and stereotyping, thus
perpetuate their expression. Women
consistently say they must work harder than their male coworkers, get criticized for needing even a small amount
of time off to handle a family need, and
are still treated like secretaries when
the only woman in a business meeting. In society, working women are
expected to be superheroes who deftly
balance caring for the home, children,
elderly parents and husband while successfully managing employment.
Women's history month celebrates
the women who fought for women's
rights, claim great accomplishments in
science and medicine, played critical
roles in governments, authored timeless pieces of literature, and achieved
other successes that paved the way for
the modern woman. In the countries
celebrating Women's History Month,
there are plenty of laws on the books
concerning the illegality of gender discrimination and plenty of corporate
policies and procedures intended to
ensure women are treated as equals to
men. Yet, women are still earning less
than men though they make up half
of the workforce; still only hold
approximately 17 percent of CEO
positions; are still underrepresented in STEM; and are still
treated, sometimes blatantly,
with bias.
Perhaps the social economists finally have the answer
to breaking down the last barriers to workplace equality for
women. Gender parity in the
workplace will only be achieved
when society eliminates its biases
concerning women. That way there
are no faulty assumptions carried into
the workplace. It may seem like an unachievable goal, but gender parity is
possible. Of that there is no doubt.
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BRIEFS
The Real Price
of Keeping the
Peace at Work
LONDON,UK

N

egative emotions in the workplace can have surprising
positive effects, says LBS ex-

pert

Most of us, if asked, would opt for
a harmonious office environment.
Few of us regularly display anger or
suspicion in the workplace, choosing
instead to hide any negative feelings
lest they damage our reputation
or relationships. But, according to
new research by a London Business
School behavioural expert, too many
firms have not counted the true cost
of keeping the peace at work.
Michael Parke, Assistant Professor of Organisational Behaviour,
London Business School, made
the remarks in a London Business
School podcast. Parke argues that
firms are missing out on some surprising benefits by suppressing negative emotions at work.
“The usual preference is to display the positive side of our emotions,” says Parke. “But there are
consequences. When someone
can’t express their true emotion,
it prevents them from being their
authentic self and can lead to frustration which demotivates them. If
politeness and a fake sense of happiness prevail, it can actually create
greater social distance between colleagues.”

UN Calls For
Recognizing The
Rights Of People
With Autism To Make
Their Own Decisions
NEW YORK, USA

T

he United Nations called for recognizing the rights of people with
the spectrum neurological condition, which is believed to affect 70 million
people around the world.
“Let us ensure that we make available the necessary accommodations and support to persons with
autism,Secretary-General António Guterres said in his message
for the Day.”

manage their personal finances.
One in 160 children has an autism
spectrum disorder, according to estimates by the UN World Health Organization (WHO). Around the world, one
per cent of the entire population – possibly two per cent – is on the spectrum.
In a special event in New York ahead
of the Day, marked annually on 2 April,
the UN and the international community gathered to renew their commitment to raising awareness about autism and the need for people with the
disorder to have equal opportunity and
full participation in society on equal basis with other citizens.

“With access to the support
they need and choose, they will be
empowered to face the key milestones in every person's life,” he
added, making decisions such as
where and with whom to live, what
type of work to pursue and how to

New Aboriginal Name For Mt Eccles
National Park
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

as the teeth.

he Andrews Labor Government
has officially changed the name
of Mt Eccles National Park to Budj
Bim National Park, restoring the Aboriginal name and recognising the area’s
Aboriginal history and significance.

The Budj Bim region is listed as a
National Heritage Landscape. In January this year the Budj Bim region
was put on Australia’s list for World
Heritage nomination to recognise the
unique cultural heritage of permanent
houses, fishtraps, channels and weirs
for growing and harvesting eels created by Gunditjmara people 6600 years
ago.

T

Changing the name acknowledges the cultural importance of the Budj
Bim area, which has been identified by
scholars as the world’s first engineering
project, dating back at least 6600 years
and preceding Stonehenge or the Pyramids of Egypt.
The Gunditjmara people view Budj
Bim (meaning high head) as part of
the ancestral creator’s body, which was
revealed in the shape of the mountain
following a volcanic eruption; with his
forehead as the mountain and stones

The name change also includes the
peak of the mountain, which will now
be known as the Budj Bim peak.
Announcing the name change was
a part of the celebrations marking the
ten year anniversary of Native Title for
Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation, which represents
the Gunditjmara people.
www.diversityglobal.com
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BRIEFS
Curiosity Is Key
in This Age of
Uncertainty
LONDON, UK

B

usinesses must continually reinvent themselves, Sky’s Jeremy Darroch tells LBS audience

“Running complex organisations
today isn’t easy,” Jeremy Darroch,
Group CEO of Sky, told an audience at
London Business School (LBS). Likening the challenge to climbing a mountain, he said: “Today’s leaders need different tools. Change is only scary if you
cling to the need for certainty.”
Leaders should get out there
and talk to the people in their organisations, he said. “Your two greatest
weapons are your ability to be curious
and to listen, because the old certainties no longer hold. Meeting the needs
of the future will not be achieved by
blindly looking at what worked in the
past. Almost all institutions today need
a rethink.”

Community Support Brings
New Hope for Refugees
AUSTRALIA

T

he City of Sydney is supporting a new project that will
bring hope, happiness and
opportunities to refugees starting
a new life in Australia.
The City is providing $100,000
in cash and in-kind support for a
refugee welcome project that will
help new arrivals by linking them
to local volunteers and a program
of social, cultural and recreational
activities designed to show them
all their new home city has to offer.

The pilot project – ‘Welcome
to Sydney’ (W2Sydney) – is a volunteer-based program that will engage 20
City of Sydney residents as welcome
ambassadors to introduce refugees
and their families to Sydney through activities such as walking tours and ferry
trips, visits to free and low cost facilities,
cultural venues and events and shared
meals in unique locations.

The project will be delivered by Settlement Services International (SSI)
in partnership with the City. SSI is a
NSW-based humanitarian settlement
organisation that provides case management and housing support and
information for newly arrived refugees
and humanitarian entrants with the
aim of helping them to settle successfully in their new home country.

Equal Pay Would
Cut the Poverty
Rate for Children
with a Working
Mother by Half
Jeremy Darroch,
Group Chief Executive Officer Sky PLC

He said it was important to create
optimism by visualising and celebrating successes and that leaders should
find their businesses’ essential truths:
“It has to be authentic and unspun.” He
said Rob Goffee, Emeritus Professor of
Organisational Behaviour at LBS and
co-author of the influential book Why
Should Anyone Work Here?, inspired
him to create a workplace where each
person could “be yourself, but more,
with skill”.
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WASHINGTON, DC

A

ccording to a statistical analysis
of federal data by the Institute
for Women’s Policy Research
(IWPR), the poverty rate for children
with a working mother would be cut
by nearly half if women were paid the
same as comparable men, lifting 2.5
million children out of poverty.
The analysis, which uses regression
analysis to consider the relationship of
several factors related to women’s and
men’s earnings, also estimates that the
U.S. economy would have produced

additional wage and salary income of
$512.6 billion if women received equal
pay, an amount which is equivalent to
2.8 percent of 2016 gross domestic
product (GDP).
Women are the sole or co-breadwinner in half of American families
with young children. If women were
paid the same as comparable men—
men who work the same number of
hours, are the same age, have the
same level of education, and live in
the same region of the country with
the same urban/rural status—working
women would have earned an average
of $6,870 more in a single year.

Victoria’s Job
Creation Almost
Double That of
the Nation
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

V

ictoria’s annual employment
growth is the best in the nation
with more than 12,000 full time
jobs created in March alone, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) confirmed today.
ABS figures also show Victoria’s
employment passed 3.1 million for
the first time in March this year, with
216,500 new jobs created since the An-

drews Labor Government was elected in November 2014.
Over the year to March 2017, Victorian employment rose by 95,300
people – nearly double the number
of jobs created throughout the rest
of Australia. More than half these
jobs – 53,400 – were full time jobs,
reaffirming Victoria’s position as the
leading state for jobs growth.
Compared with other states, Victoria’s annual employment result is
the highest in Australia in both absolute and percentage terms.
The latest figures also show Victoria continues to build job momentum with nearly 28,000 jobs created
in the past two months alone.
Victoria’s unemployment
rate now sits at 6.1 per cent
– compared to 6.9 per cent in
October 2014 under the previous Liberal Government.
Treasurer Tim Pallas–
“We have jobs, we have
an infrastructure pipeline unparalleled in the state’s history, and we have momentum.
These figures show the Andrews Labor Government has
returned Victoria to its rightful
place as the jobs state.”

Innovation Factory to Create 200
New Tech Jobs
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
ictoria’s booming tech sector is
set to get another 200 high skill
jobs with leading technology
services company Dialog Information
Technology announcing it will establish a new Innovation Factory in Melbourne.
Dialog’s Innovation Factory will
start operations in the coming months
focussing on new business practice areas such as digital, accessibility, cyber
security, cloud computing, social media, mobile and analytics.
The hub will support Dialog’s strategic plans to expand into the North

V

America and Asia Pacific markets,
initially focusing on Hong Kong,
Singapore, China and New Zealand.
In a major win for Victoria’s
tech students, Dialog’s investment
will also work with local universities
to fill 30 new graduate positions,
bringing its Victorian workforce to
more than 600.
Victoria is perfectly positioned
to take advantage this opportunity
to fill these high skill roles with 37
per cent of the country’s tech graduates, compared to 28 per cent in
New South Wales and 19 per cent
in Queensland.

10 of the Biggest
World Automakers
Partner to
Launch ‘DRIVE
Sustainability’
BRUSSELS

B

MW Group, Daimler AG, Honda, Jaguar Land Rover, Opel/
Vauxhall, Scania CV AB, Toyota Motor Europe, Volkswagen Group,
Volvo Cars and Volvo Group joined
forces to launch ‘DRIVE Sustainability - The Automotive Partnership’.
The Partnership, facilitated by
CSR Europe, aims to drive sustainability throughout the automotive
supply chain by promoting a common approach within the industry
and by integrating sustainability in
the overall procurement process. It
is of great importance to these 10
responsible automotive manufacturers that the people making vehicles,
components, or providing services
are afforded decent working conditions and are treated with dignity and
respect, while minimising the environmental impact of their industry
and promoting business integrity.
The Partnership builds upon and
takes on the previous work carried
out by ‘The European Automotive
Working Group on Supply Chain
Sustainability’, with the ambition to
evolve from a group of companies
working together to a leadership
industry initiative, pushing for innovative and impactful approaches to
enhance supply chain sustainability.

www.diversityglobal.com
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MINORITIES IN STEM

CHANGING
RECRUITMENT AND
HIRING PRACTICES
TO ADDRESS GENDER
IMBALANCE IN
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Holding recruiters and hiring managers
accountable for increasing women in
STEM at all organization levels is an
important strategy for making much
needed progress.
BY DEBRA JENKINS

T

he gender gap in the global biotechnology industry persists, proving the stubbornness and real
impact of unconscious and cultural biases. In
1997, a Bioventure Women in Biotechnology Survey reported 15 percent of the top 100 publicly held biotech
companies had women in top management and 5 percent
had female CEOs. Zooming ahead to 2014, the UK executive recruitment firm Liftstream's survey of 1,500 public
companies in Europe and the U.S. found that female-held
leadership positions in large companies accounted for 13.9
percent. That is very little progress over 17 years by any
measure.
When Liftstream's CEO was asked if there is more interest in recruiting women in biotechnology, he said there
is more "consciousness and awareness" at the board level,
but there is no discernible trend yet. The question was significant because it is proactive recruiting and hiring policies that can trigger the desired trend.

Wanted: Solutions to Close the Gender Gap

The gender gap in biotechnology is found at all levels, from
the board room to the C-suite to managers. One of the
practices creating a strong barrier to greater inclusion of
women is reminiscent of a saying attributed to Albert Einstein (appropriately a scientist) that points out it does not
make sense to do the same thing repeatedly and expect different results.
Companies that utilize traditional recruitment practices for leadership and other positions are likely to continue
hiring men. Traditional recruitment practices include utilizing personal and work networks; limiting recruitment
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to the industry segment; requiring business management
experience, meaning academic leaders are excluded; and
maintaining bias in recruitment policies and procedures.
When mostly men are funneled into the talent pipeline for
employment consideration, hiring managers perpetuate
the gender imbalance at all levels.
One of the major hurdles to overcome is unconscious
bias. It stops companies from re-evaluating recruitment
and hiring practices, and leads decision-makers down the
path of making the same choices over and over again. Unconscious bias also contributes to maintaining a corporate
culture that might as well say outright that discrimination
is acceptable.
Unless executives and senior leaders actively think and
act in support of increasing the participation of women in
biotechnology, not much will change. This may sound like
an oversimplification, but it is not. Sometimes there is a
general feeling that companies can present many reasons
for not hiring more women in biotechnology, but they do
not make a sincere effort to improve recruitment, hiring,

retention, and promotion policies and practices that can
bring real change.

What Do Women Want?

Making changes to the talent management process is a first
step toward making the biotechnology firm more attractive
to women. For example, many female scientists work in academia, but they often do not get management credit for
being academic leaders like assistant deans.
Some companies hire just enough women to make it
reasonable to ask whether tokenism is still at play. Women
do not want to be tokens. What do women want?
One desired corporate attribute is Human Resources
(HR) policies that enable women to balance personal and
work requirements because so many working women are
also mothers and caregivers. A first step toward attracting more women is to assess HR policies to weed out those
which make it difficult for women to achieve work-life balance, like inflexible work scheduling and leave time.
The Liftstream survey found that women are actually
turning down opportunities to accept top-level management positions because they fear not being able to meet
family needs. Many men react to this by falling back on
their biases and telling themselves that women are not
committed enough to hold high-level leadership positions.
Hiring managers use this logic to keep women out of positions, rather than asking if the company needs to change its
policies and add things like flex time.

Recruiting and Hiring with Accountability

PHOTO CREDIT: DEP OSITPHOTOS

Two factors mentioned in the survey that explain limited
opportunities for women interested in moving into leaders
ship positions are: 1) lack of structure in the recruitment
and promotion practices; and 2) the influence of unconscious bias.
As is always true, change begins at the top, but in this
case, it can also start with recruiters and recruitment prac-

THE KEY TO PROGRESS IS
HOLDING RECRUITERS AND
MANAGERS ACCOUNTABLE FOR
RESULTS. IT HAS TO BE BOTH.
PROGRESS IS NEVER POSSIBLE
IF RECRUITERS PRESENT
QUALIFIED FEMALE CANDIDATES
THAT HIRING MANAGERS
PROCEED TO OVERLOOK IN
FAVOR OF MALE CANDIDATES.
tices. With the backing of the C-suite, recruiters can implement bold recruiting practices that attract talented and capable women. Recruiters can create new networks, design
referral programs targeting women, utilize internal networks for referrals, always include a percentage of women
on the list of candidates presented to hiring managers, and
look for qualified female candidates outside the traditional
recruitment avenues.
The key to progress is holding recruiters and managers
accountable for results. It has to be both. Progress is never
possible if recruiters present qualified female candidates
that hiring managers proceed to overlook in favor of male
candidates. The same holds true for internal promotions.
Metrics are critical to driving changes in behaviors. Sodexo does not rely on traditional recruiting processes. The
company relies on a methodical approach in which every
step of the HR process is scrutinized and measured. It is
a purposeful process which refuses to allow bias to keep
women out of biotechnology. Sodexo also uses transparency to hold managers accountable for results and promote a
culture of gender inclusion. Performance results are published and manager bonuses are tied to diversity goals.
The truth is that there could be a much higher percentage of women on boards, in executive positions, in management positions, and in
talent pipelines working their way up to
holding such positions. Corporations must
want to make true progress by finding
honest solutions to overcome what they
see as challenges. All the reasons given for
lack of gender balance in biotechnology in
companies around the world frequently
reflect a failure to make the business case
for hiring women and to use data-driven
decision-making to pinpoint issues and
challenges.
Ideally, corporate strategies are integrated with higher education educational
strategies to increase the number of qualified female STEM workers. However,
there are many qualified women available
now. It is a matter of wanting to hire and
retain women because it is good for women, society, and the business.

www.diversityglobal.com
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STRATEGY-I

MANAGING
INNOVATION
PARADOXES TO
ACCELERATE
TRANSFORMATIVE
INNOVATION
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INTEGRATING THE PERSPECTIVES
OF CREATIVE THINKERS
AND EXECUTORS IS KEY TO
MANAGING THE PARADOXES
THAT NATURALLY OCCUR
IN ORGANIZATIONS WHILE
GENERATING TRANSFORMATIVE
INNOVATION.
BY LISA TRUMBULL

www.diversityglobal.com
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STRATEGY
STRATEGY-I

Why do some companies have such a difficult time creating a culture of
innovation that produces results? Without innovation producing creative
ideas and transformative solutions, businesses will eventually stagnate.
The answer is that the innovation paradoxes create confusion and inertia
at times because people tend to choose "safe" rather than new or unique.
One of the most important roles that senior management plays is change
agent, requiring understanding innovation paradoxes like core functions
versus transformative strategies and internal innovation versus external innovation. To maximize innovation, companies need to tap into new
opportunities while enhancing existing capabilities so carefully developed
over time.
Integrative management approaches recognize the paradoxes, balancing
long-term innovation planning with short-term success, fostering a culture
of innovation while maintaining current operations, and understanding
and recognizing contextual variations.

Pursuing Innovation Within the
Existing Structure
Developing innovation capabilities is the only way organizations can thrive
today, requiring the ability to identify opportunities and ideas likely to lead
to new or enhanced products and services.
The organization needs to have a culture where imagination and creativity are fostered in order to create future opportunities, while also taking
advantage of current skills, capacity, and capabilities to ensure the company is excelling in the present. Both require a commitment of resources,
and that can create tensions unless leadership understands the delicate balancing of pursuing innovation versus excelling within an existing structure.
For example, a project team needs the flexibility to be creative but also
needs to work within the formal structure. In another example of tensions
rising from paradoxes, one team focuses on incremental innovation of
existing products to satisfy the current customer base, but a special product design team is focused on disruptive innovation to create new market
segments. The Rockefeller Foundation cofounded the mHealth Alliance
which champions the use of mobile
technologies for healthcare activities.
It was so successful that a host of new
pilot programs emerged to the point
where they were difficult to manage.
A lot of energy was put into conceptualizing and testing the pilot programs,
while execution beyond the pilot stage
was not given the appropriate attention. An unexecuted innovation is no
innovation.

Creating Context with
Organizational Culture
The paradoxes cannot be avoided, so
they must be effectively managed and
the tensions turned into constructive
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A lot of energy was put
into conceptualizing
and testing the pilot
programs, while
execution beyond the
pilot stage was not
given the appropriate
attention. An
unexecuted innovation
is no innovation.
results in which breakthrough inventions are
produced within the status quo. Complicating
the issue is the speed of change or the pace at
which new opportunities are presented.
Companies must recognize the external
opportunities and be able to bring them into
an internal system in which execution of the
innovation is successful. Integrative thinking
recognizes that innovative ideas become successful business economic performers only
when ideas are executed by those keeping
the status quo going. The organization must
efficiently allocate resources between seeking breakthroughs and keeping the company
profitable.
Senior leaders must buy-in to innovation,

STRATEGY
STRATEGY-I

becoming forward thinkers who incorporate
that kind of thinking into the business. Leaders must be goal oriented, always challenging
the organization to innovate while ensuring
the company remains profitable. This can ease
some of the tension that innovation paradoxes
create because people managing execution
contribute to maintaining the alignment of
capabilities with goals and understand their
contributions to future organizational success.
The organizational culture creates context,
influencing people's acceptance of innovation
and ability to recognize new opportunities.

Becoming a Market
Challenger
In the book "Blue Ocean Strategy," authors W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne propose that companies can succeed by creating "blue oceans" of
uncontested market space rather than strategizing based on what competitors are doing.
Organizational leaders cannot simply focus on their existing products,
even though they account for current success, and expect to remain successful over the long-term. Innovating companies focus on consumers and
develop new ideas that create new market space instead of only building
solutions for existing markets.
Integrative thinking considers the boundaries of the current organization
and thinks outside those boundaries. For example, Apple introduced the
iPhone, and today over 50 percent of the world's population owns one. Consumers did not know they wanted a mobile phone before it was introduced
to the market. Instead of focusing on being a market leader, the innovators
become market challenger.
Once again, the culture must support the acceptance of new ideas.
Focusing on consumers rather than preservation of the current company
status in the marketplace in relation to competitors addresses the paradox
of transformation versus status quo. Markets are constantly shifting now,
largely due to technologies that are constantly disruptive.

creativity and breakthrough approaches, but
cohesiveness nurtures mutual understanding
and collaboration. A paradox management
approach is to define team success in terms of
individual performance and individual performance in terms of team performance.
Notice that paradox management in all
cases depends on effective communication.
The need for communication at all levels of
the organization is a foundational principle.
Companies in which creators and executors
regularly share information are more likely to
succeed far into the future.
Innovation also depends on an enabling
culture in which people appreciate the need
for both creators and executors. In a market
where change is standard, everyone agrees it
is not easy to innovate, but it is the only way
to thrive.

Managing the Paradoxes
Specific strategies can vary, depending on the paradox addressed. For
example, leaders can manage the adaptability/survival paradox by holding staff meetings to discuss existing competencies and work, and emerging opportunities. Helping employees understand and appreciate the link
between creative efforts and the work that keeps the business profitable is
important.
The opportunities/constraints paradox is often seen in project work. Creators are focused on emerging technologies and opportunities, while others
place constraints based on financial resources, manufacturing limits, distribution systems, and so on. Constraints can be named by organizational
members and clients. Achieving synergy requires recognizing some constraints exist while challenging assumptions and presenting new ideas. The
paradox is managed by interweaving experimentation within constraints.
Another paradox is diversity/cohesiveness in which diverse people foster
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Organizational leaders
cannot simply focus
on their existing products, even though they
account for current
success, and expect to
remain successful over
the long-term.

STRATEGY-II

A WINNING STRATEGY:
ANTICIPATING AND
MANAGING DISRUPTIVE
INNOVATION

DISRUPTION IS OFTEN
CONSIDERED A NEGATIVE
FORCE THAT THREATENS
BUSINESS SUCCESS. IN AN
AGE OF CONSTANT CHANGE,
DISRUPTION HAS BECOME A
PATH TO INNOVATION.

T

he average lifespan of a corporation in the S&P 500 is approximately 18 years, compared to 61 years in 1958. The shortening life
of companies is largely a consequence of failing to anticipate and
manage disruption. The businesses focus on the core operations
and functions that are currently producing profit, in order to
maintain today's business, limiting innovation to enhancements
of current products and services.
When innovations from outside the organization appear, many
generated by startups, current market share is lost forever or
potential markets are never captured. A proposed solution is a
business model that anticipates disruptive threats and generates
transformative innovation through collaboration between large
companies and startups. The collaboration is a blending of lowrisk internal opportunities in next-generation improvements and
high-risk entrepreneurial transformative advances.

THE AMBIDEXTROUS ORGANIZATION:
MYTH OR TRUTH?

Authors Charles O'Reilly and Michael Tushman originated the
theory of organizational ambidexterity approximately six years.
This approach decouples explorative innovation from innovating
the existing core business and says that organizations successful
in pursuing both incremental and disruptive innovations simultaneously have to put the right supportive structure in place.
It has been discounted by some business consultants for several reasons, but one of them is that the theory of organizational
ambidexterity believes organizational structure alone assures

BY B EL IN DA J ON ES

a company some degree of long-term success. Another reason
is the belief the research supporting the study results was not
statistically valid enough to lead to the conclusions. The ambidextrous organization decouples explorative innovation from
innovating the existing core business, so the question is whether
the separation is wise or can work.
Though some people call it the myth of the ambidextrous
organization, there are also professionals who believe the theory has some validity in a disruptive business environment but
maybe not to the degree the authors suggest.
One of the fascinating aspects of business today is that the
ideal model for managing disruption has yet to be developed
because it has been difficult keeping up with the pace of change.
The rate of change in technology alone is a major market disrupter.

PURSUING DUAL GOALS THROUGH
COLLABORATION

One of the paradoxes in the business world is that large firms
have difficulty initiating and managing transformative innovation, relying on their established market to keep business
going, and small firms have innovative ideas but not access to
the market needed to grow a new business. This suggests that
large companies should partner with incubators and startups,
enabling the firms to leverage their capabilities and assets. This
is an emerging form of the ambidextrous organization because
it incorporates internal and external innovation, allowing the
business to pursue dual goals of building out the existing product line and finding new ones that are aligned with the current
mission.
Managing disruption through collaboration makes sense in a
hyper-connected world. Business incubators have historically
been focused on creating new stand-alone businesses. There is
also a new brand of incubators emerging in which a large corporation sponsors a startup for incubation, giving the startup
access to resources like cash, R&D and suppliers. Either way,

www.diversityglobal.com
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STRATEGY

PROACTIVELY
INNOVATING

the powerful corporation and the entrepreneur collaborate on
innovation, creating managed disruption in both their favor, and
leading to new markets.
The R&D function is created to produce innovation. One of
the reasons companies have difficulty with market disruptions,
finding themselves falling behind new competitors, is that R&D
is focused on building out the existing core business. Designing
the next-generation of existing products or services is naturally
limiting and tends to put the focus on finding solutions to business problems rather than finding market changing innovation.
Finding solutions only requires enhancing existing products.
Finding market changing innovation requires thinking outside
the status quo and innovating as
an entrepreneur. A corporate-incubator collaboration can lead
to transformative innovation
that may disrupt the marketplace. The inherent risks associated with purposely creating
disruption has held some companies back from collaborating
with entrepreneurial startups,
but this type of collaboration is
precisely what the large companies need to overcome their
lumbering approach to creating
new ideas.

Finding solutions only requires
enhancing existing products.
Finding market changing innovation
requires thinking outside the
status quo and innovating as an
entrepreneur.
18
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Cisco embraces the idea of partnering with tech startups because leaders realize that a single company
cannot possibly innovate on its own
due to the complexity of technology.
In response, the company began
opening Innovation Centers in major
global cities like London, Barcelona
and Tokyo. Cisco's partners collaborate with each other and with Cisco
to co-innovate and accelerate disruptive solutions.
The retail giant Lowe's is another
example of a company that is proactively innovating through partnerships with smaller companies.
Lowe's Innovation Labs explore potential applications for disruptive technologies and rapidly prototypes new technology in
real-world labs. Areas addressed include robotics, on-demand
manufacturing, innovating for impact (sustainability projects),
collider (new business model for interacting with Indian innovation ecosystem), and AR/VR tools (augmented, mixed and virtual reality tools for transforming visualization for customers).
In the 2015 US Innovation Survey, Accenture points out that
companies must be able to quickly test new ideas and absorb
new capabilities and talent from other industries. Clinging to
rigid innovation approaches makes it more likely a business will
fail at creating space for disruptive
innovation or generating new ideas.
Anticipating and managing disruptions is leading to new partnerships
like the corporate-incubator collaborations, and new business models like
the dual operating model that Accenture discusses which, on the onehand, focuses on enhancing existing
products and capabilities while, on
the other hand, also drives innovations.
The businesses that learn to harness speed-to-market and disruptive
innovation are the ones most likely
to succeed over the long-term. Startups have great opportunities today to
partner with large companies hungry
to embrace innovation. Innovation
collaborations enable all participants to leverage each other's
resources and capabilities to improve operations and open up
the world of innovation.
For these collaborations to work, it must be the right partnership supported by the right corporate structure, visionary
leadership, and culture. It is not easy but is the best path to sustainability.

TOGETHER, WE’RE HELPING
EVERY COMMUNITY
GET, STAY AND LIVE WELL.

Our commitment to diversity began with Charles R. Walgreens in 1901 and we are proud to
continue in that legacy through supplier diversity. With programs dedicated to growing
minority business like Community Corner and Power of Alignment, we expand consumer
awareness of diverse-owned brands carried in our stores and promote the use of diverse-owned
businesses for professional services and goods not for resale.
To learn more visit walgreens.com/supplierdiversity

STRATEGY-III

THE VIRTUAL
ORGANIZATION:

NETWORK
OF RELATIONSHIPS
FOR INNOVATION
THE TRUE POWER OF THE VIRTUAL
ENTERPRISE WILL NOT BE FULLY UNLEASHED
UNTIL LARGE CORPORATIONS UNDERSTAND
THE IMPORTANCE OF VIRTUAL NETWORKS TO
DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION. IT IS NETWORKS OF
RELATIONSHIPS THAT HOLD THE FUTURE OF
INNOVATION.
BY JOSEPH WARREN

F

irst defined by Clayton Christensen in 1995, disruptive innovation is innovation that is market changing,
creating a new business value network that displaces
existing products and services, distribution networks,
or other business processes supplied by well-established, and usually very large, market leading firms. Disruptive
innovation is typically produced by small, emerging companies
that often take the market by surprise, seeming to come out of
nowhere.
To remain competitive, the mega-corporations must also produce disruptive innovation but to do so must first realize that
a new form of innovation, largely driven by the rapid fire pace
of change of technology, needs a new approach. Utilizing the
traditional business model and existing processes will produce
next-generation products but not market-changing innovation.
It is not surprising then that mega-corporations are collaborating with startups, entrepreneurs, customers and suppliers,
creating virtual networks of relationships capable of producing
disruptive innovation.

COLLECTIVELY DISRUPTING

The virtual enterprise model is called the collective disruption
model by Michael Docherty. He is author of the book "Collective Disruption: How Companies and Startups Can Co-create
Transformative New Businesses" and CEO of Venture2. The
premise of the book is that transformative innovation can redefine companies and generate whole new growth platforms,
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expanding on Christensen's original definition.
The purpose of transformative innovation is not about
maintaining existing business, meaning using existing
structure and processes is not effective. The new path
to innovation is through collaboration with people and
businesses, especially startups and entrepreneurs, who
are most likely to be the market disruptors.
Though networking is not new, it has primarily
focused on internal innovation and developing or
enhancing existing value markets. The virtual enterprise is developed for the purpose of anticipating and
developing disruptive innovation, or innovation that is
market changing and creates new business value rather
than simply expanding on the existing products and services.
The virtual enterprise brings together the multinational corporation and the smaller enterprises that are
started and led by entrepreneurs who innovate with
new perspectives. The network develops new business
opportunities the multinational would have difficulty
creating because of factors like an organizational culture that does not support collaboration and a commitment to current operations that produce a satisfactory
profit, and traditional leadership practices that have
not adapted to sharing resources or ideas with anyone
outside the organization. The large corporation may be
very good at enhancing existing products and services
but is not effective at anticipating new technologies or
recognizing new market opportunities that are outside
the current business paths. It is also difficult for even
the most agile and successful corporation to have all the
knowledge it needs to recognize, develop, and manage
disruptive innovation.

GAINING THE KNOWLEDGE
TO TRANSFORM

The virtual enterprise is a
means of accessing the desired
knowledge and capabilities.
It enables the corporation to
connect with market innovators, gain new perspectives,
learn about emerging technologies and market disruptors,
and identify emerging market
opportunities.
In return, network participants get access to wider markets and resources that only
large corporations can provide.
The virtual enterprise is a temporary alliance of businesses
and people who share knowledge, skills, resources, and
information in order to produce
radical innovation in the form or new (not enhanced)
products or services, opening up new market paths and
gaining access to emerging technologies and ideas.
The network partners bring unique approaches that
are leveraged as competitive advantages. The virtual
enterprise is capable of making something unique in
the way of products or services and is extremely agile
and dynamic. The network brings a deeper understanding of unfamiliar markets and customers so that
it is possible to develop products and services that have
never existed before.
There are good examples of the successful use of
virtual enterprises for innovation.
Unilever created the Unilever Foundry to collaborate
with startups and people focused on sustainable living.
The company uses the Foundry IDEAS platform which
is powered by Spigit's idea management software and
enables the sharing of sustainable living ideas and collaboration. One new product idea that came out of the
collaborative platform is waterless laundry powder.
Whirlpool is a sterling example of an established
multinational corporation that re-imagined itself

GENERATING TRANSFORMATIVE
INNOVATION REQUIRES MORE THAN
ACQUIRING NEW TECHNOLOGIES
FOR COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION OR
HAVING R&D CONCENTRATING ON A
PARTICULAR PRODUCT OR SERVICE
ENHANCEMENT.

by partnering with a number of startups. The company went
on a decade-long journey to reinvent itself as a company with
lasting innovation capability and ended up transforming the
entire appliance industry. The company embedded innovation
in its culture using a series of steps that nurtured innovation.
Reaching one milestone, leadership created I-turbo projects to
support innovation expansion beyond the core, methodically
introducing new voices into the process. At a later step, Whirlpool opened up its R&D boundaries through its Open Innovation strategy which established and nurtured a collaborative
approach with external partners. Today, Whirlpool uses the virtual enterprise model to develop futuristic products, partnering
with a variety of startups, including fledgling Silicon Valley tech
companies.

FUTURISTIC GOALS

Many other companies have flourished due to virtual enterprises, including Jarden, Nike and Amazon. Generating
transformative innovation requires more than acquiring new
technologies for commercial production or having R&D concentrating on a particular product or service enhancement.
Transformation is a process which depends on input from variety of people and organizations who have the right capabilities
and forward thinking perspectives.
The virtual enterprise enables the company to take advantage
of critical resources that it does not have within its own organization. More importantly, it brings new perspectives and information about emerging technologies and market opportunities.
Staying ahead of the rapidly changing marketplace is not easy
today, but it takes leadership and a strong culture of innovation.
Whirlpool is more than 100 years old and stands out as an
example of what it takes to become a market disrupter. The
virtual enterprise is ideal for the times, thriving on change and
capturing new value through innovation.

www.diversityglobal.com
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2017 TOP 10 INFLUENTIAL WOMEN IN
GLOBAL DIVERSITY BUILD STRONG NETWORKS
As globalization grows deeper roots in the business
environment, it presents the ideal opportunity to
accelerate progress in Diversity & Inclusion across
cultures. The Top 10 Influential Women in Global
Diversity are leading the way to success.
Globalization of the business environment is now so
entrenched that even small businesses compete on
a global basis. It is a complex proposition because
different cultural norms and perspectives on diversity drive the level of acceptance of Diversity and
Inclusion (D&I) as a core business value and determine the type of programs likely to be successful.
The Top 10 Influential Women in Global Diversity
have proven leadership in this complex business setting, utilizing a variety of strategies to build support
at home followed by rolling out D&I initiatives that
best fit the organization's global workforce, supply
chain, and communities of operation.
DiversityGlobal is pleased to introduce the 2017
Top 10 Influential Women in Global Diversity because
these are the people bringing D&I to life through
the development and implementation of successful, customized programs. They are women with
extensive business experience who are using their
knowledge and expertise to forge new ground in the
diversity space. The women are passionate about
giving diverse people and businesses opportunities,
delivering economic benefits to communities, and
creating a world in which equality is a principal embraced by all.
The 10 women who are recognized this year
demonstrate that successful D&I programs require
innovative thinking and creative approaches. They
work for a diverse set of companies which proves
that D&I is applicable to every type of business.
Their unique approaches to embedding diversity as
a core value which requires strong action have led to
organizations that serve as models of success. The
women bring a vision of equality and opportunities
for everyone to their jobs at MetLife, Pitney Bowes,
SAP Japan, Hershey Co., Thomson Reuters, Praxair,
Eli Lilly, Merck, Pandora, and L3 Technologies. It is
exciting to see such recognizable corporate names
taking the lead. It was just as exciting to see new industries, like internet music, join the effort. It is proof
that Diversity and Inclusion as a critical global business success strategy is increasingly recognized.
The Top 10 Influential Women in Global Diversity

have introduced a number of new approaches in the
past year, but they have a common theme: Relationship building. The women leaders understand the
importance of networking to leveraging the power of
diverse people and suppliers in order to develop and
expand D&I. Young programs implemented within
the last couple of years begin with building support
internally at the executive level to drive the building
of a D&I, eliminate systemic barriers, and encourage
accountability at lower management levels. Well-established programs focused on taking D&I as a core
organizational value to cross-functional global operations.
Networking strategies are designed to fit the organization and meet the needs of stakeholders. They
include addressing cultural nuances and responding
to specific customer needs, launching a series of
Minority and Women's Business Networks creating
executive level diversity counsels around the world,
focusing programming on the particular needs within
a country, establishing Employee and/or Business
Resource Groups, utilizing data analytics to relate
measures of D&I to financial performance, forging
relationships with key educational institutions and
diversity-based organizations, developing multi-year
strategic plans, and hosting internal and community
forums.
The award winners are, above all, courageous
straight talkers who do not shy away from difficult
conversations. They each encourage honest input
about the internal and external barriers to Diversity
and Inclusion because that is the only way they can
develop successful approaches to overcoming those
barriers. They are change agents who thoughtfully
develop D&I programs and continually adapt to meet
challenges. Taking D&I global requires a deep understanding of the importance of forming strategic
networks of diversity champions who can work within
specific cultures while also establishing cross-cultural
relationships.
DiversityGlobal Magazine invites readers to review
the profiles of the 2017 Top 10 Influential Women in
Global Diversity with thoughtfulness as to how the
strategies are applicable to their companies. The fact
is that embedding Diversity and Inclusion as a global
core value requires the assistance of every company
and every business leader. There is plenty of room for
everyone who cares about creating a world of equal
opportunities.

www.diversityglobal.com
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LaTonia Pouncey

Corporate Manager and Head of
Diversity and Inclusion

LaTonia Pouncey Rolls Out Diversity
Eco-system Plan at L3 Technologies

A

s the Corporate Manager and Head of Diversity and Inclusion at
L3 Technologies, LaTonia Pouncey has been instrumental in developing and implementing strategic diversity initiatives for a global
workforce. Her team hosted a series of Leadership Roundtable Forums in various cities and held monthly teleconferences to identify, in the
D&I space, employee perceptions, required actions for improvement, and
strategies for embedding diversity of thought as a cultural element within
the organization. LaTonia used the information to prioritize and translate
ideas into high-level initiatives and an action plan.
The action plan is an integrated eco-system approach around Diversity
of Thought, Inclusion, and Engagement. LaTonia believes strong leadership
support is critical to the success of diversity initiatives. She is pleased that
executives at L3 participate in the new Corporate Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Council and actively support the rollout of the new eco-system plan.
LaTonia's success in managing a global diversity initiative is attributed to her
emotional intelligence, ability to collaborate, willingness to continue learning, and ability to act as a change agent.

Favorite Quote:
“Diversity is being invited to the party; inclusion is being asked to
dance.” — LaTonia Pouncey
24
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INNOVATION. COLLABORATION. ENGAGEMENT.

L3 TECHNOLOGIES.

© Crown copyright 2015.

L3’s Strength is Our Diversity.
Every individual at L3 brings a unique background, perspective and set of abilities. L3’s diversity and inclusion
enable the sharing of ideas and technological innovation that drive our success. It makes us more creative, agile and
responsive to deliver the best solutions possible.
L-3 Communications is now L3 Technologies. Learn more and apply at www.L3Tjobs.com.
L3 Technologies is proud to be an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. L3 provides equal employment opportunity for all persons, in all facets
of employment. L3 maintains a drug-free workplace and performs pre-employment substance abuse testing and background checks. We encourage
all qualified applicants to apply for any open position for which they feel they are qualified and all will receive consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, religion, age, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, citizenship status, marital status, genetic information,
disability, protected veteran status or any other legally protected status.

L3T.com
www.diversityglobal.com
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Elizabeth Nieto

Global Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer

MetLife's Elizabeth Nieto Develops
Diversity Ecosystem

E

lizabeth Nieto is the Global Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer at
MetLife. She was responsible for implementing the company's first
global D&I strategy in 2012 in collaboration with the Global D&I
Council. Elizabeth and her team have launched 34 Women's Business Networks around the world. The networks give thousands of women
an opportunity to own their professional development and contribute to a
culture of inclusion. Elizabeth has also implemented regional initiatives focused on people like emerging talent, LGBT, people with different abilities,
and veterans.
The key best practices Elizabeth utilizes for success begin with accountability metrics to ensure MetLife's diversity initiatives stay on track and to
measure progress. Other best practices driving success include engagement
of top senior leaders and managers, a solid support infrastructure, and inclusive policies and procedures. Elizabeth has developed strong internal and
external customers to ensure that employees, customers, and stakeholders
are aware of MetLife's commitment to an inclusive work environment. She
works to embed D&I into leadership, educate employees, and align D&I to
business opportunities.

Favorite Quote:
“My job is to ignite the collective energy of our employees to build a
culture of inclusion. My passion is to fight for equality at work, at home
and in my community.” — Elizabeth Nieto
26
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Diversity is
the one thing
we all have in
common.
The opportunity to grow your business is always within reach.
The MetLife Supplier Diversity Program.
MetLife is committed to identifying and working with diverse business partners: minority-owned,
women-owned, LGBTBE, veteran-owned and federally qualified small businesses.
We recognize that we benefit from the innovation and creativity of our diverse suppliers in many
of the same ways we benefit from the diversity of our workforce.
Our program strives to develop sustainable relationships with diverse suppliers that contribute to
job growth and the economic strength of their communities.
MetLife is a proud partner of WBENC with a strong focus on leveraging the competitive
advantage of Women Business Enterprises.
To learn more about Supplier Diversity at MetLife, contact
MetLifeSupplierDiversity@MetLife.com.

1701-770405 CS L0117489093[exp0119] © 2017 METLIFE, INC.
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The Hershey Company
Alicia Petross Provides Strategic D&I Leadership at Hershey Co.

A

Alicia Petross
Vice President, Diversity,
Inclusion and Engagement

licia Petross is the Vice President, Diversity, Inclusion and Engagement for The Hershey Company
and is a member of the Human Resources Leadership Team. She and her team work across the
enterprise to ensure greater integration of Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) strategies with the organization's talent acquisition and university relations teams. She provides strategic leadership, partnering with
Business Resource Groups, expanding the external partnership framework, and ensuring The Hershey
Company has an integrated communication and engagement plan. Alicia also partners with key functional and country leaders to develop an innovation and robustness in the global culture and inclusion
programming.
Alicia's approach is goal driven, using creative problem solving and cross functional leadership to
embed diversity and inclusion principles across the organization. She drives consistent business results
and has developed a number of initiatives to achieve Hershey's strategic vision of a fully diverse and
inclusive organization. Alicia brought more than 15 years of progressive human resources experience to
Hershey. Prior to joining Hershey she successfully advanced and executed Target Corporation's diversity
strategy.
Favorite Quote: “Enterprise culture, diversity and inclusion and employee engagement are key
aspects of our remarkable diverse workforce and compelling workplace.” — Alicia Petross

Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly's Janice Chavers Helping Communities Embed D&I Policies

A

s the Director of Diversity and Human Resources Communications at Eli Lilly and Company, Janice Chavers works to help local and global communities and her Lilly colleagues understand the
importance of diversity and inclusion. She was instrumental in working with global media while
Lilly’s government affairs team lobbied to get specific language on sexual orientation and gender identity included in Indiana's Religious Freedom Restoration Act. The initial language threatened the ability
of organizations like Lilly to recruit, retain, and engage top talent.
Janice believes that accountability is crucial to embedding diversity and inclusion as a business
imperative. She has helped Lilly integrate D&I into talent management practices and into appropriate
communications such as key leadership conferences and other external and employee events.
Janice has worked with her colleagues in the Global Diversity and Inclusion Office to develop
strong Employee Resource Groups and councils as a key best practice in driving the success of diversity
and inclusion initiatives. The ERGs and councils expand the reach of the diversity office all over the
world. Janice uses her passion for learning about global cultures to enhance her efforts in the diversity
office.

Miriam Janice Chavers
Director of Diversity
and Human Resources
Communications

Favorite Quote: “Making progress in diversity and inclusion can start with small steps; and together
they can change attitudes of communities and governments.” — Miriam Janice Chavers

Merck
Merck's Celeste Warren Develops Impactful D&I Strateg

C
Celeste Warren
Vice President, Human
Resources and Global
Diversity and Inclusion
Center of Excellence
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eleste Warren is the Vice President, Human Resources and Global Diversity and Inclusion Center
of Excellence at Merck. She developed a three-year strategy for Merck which would enable the
company to advance global diversity and inclusion. Her approach was to have numerous conversations with business leaders, employees, and external diversity practitioners. The end result was a
global D&I strategy that is encompassing, holistic, and impactful. Strategy execution, now in its third year,
helped to facilitate increased representation of diverse people in the workforce and diverse patients in
clinical trials, and diverse suppliers in the supply chain. It has led to leveraging the diverse employees for
customer insights and increased collaboration with customers around D&I initiatives.
Celeste believes a key best practice is the integration of D&I into the fabric of the organization through
operating processes and systems. The company’s scorecard outlining priorities in six areas includes two
priorities that are centered around representation of women globally and persons of color in the U.S.,
and around supporting economic inclusion and supplier diversity. Each quarter, divisional Operations
Reviews assess the progress made towards reaching D&I objectives.

Favorite Quote:
“Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can.” — Arthur Ashe

Creating better solutions for our customers is easy
when you leverage the perspectives brought by
diverse teams from around the globe.

Committed to Growing Diverse Business Enterprises
Our Supplier Diversity mission at International Paper is to promote the growth
and development of diverse business enterprises. Our Diversity Enterprise
Center team is dedicated to promoting supplier diversity company-wide including
Consumer Packaging, Industrial Packaging, Papers and Pulp businesses.
At International Paper, we’re committed to attracting suppliers who make a
value-added difference.
To register with us, please visit our portal at http://ipaper.cvmsolutions.com.
Contact us at ipsupplierdiversity@ipaper.com.

©2017 International Paper Company. All rights reserved.
International Paper is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Minorities/Females/Individuals with Disabilities/Veterans
www.diversityglobal.com
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Pandora
Sarah Wagener Ensures Diversity Touches Lifecycle of Pandora's
Employees

S

Sarah Waggener
Vice President of Talent

arah Waggener, Vice President of Talent at Pandora, collaborated with top leadership to establish
diversity and inclusion measurable and time-bound goals for managers. The goals were publicly
declared to strengthen organizational commitment and reflect the diverse make-up of the company's music listeners, advertisers, and music makers. Sarah believes that diversity programs and efforts
must touch the entire lifecycle of the employee and be aligned with leadership, communication, culture, operations, and processes.
Sarah relies on a number of best practices to attract, engage, and retain diverse talent. She implemented a Summer Road Crew intern class that aims to convert new minority and women university
graduates into full-time hires. She oversees employee-based Pandora Community Groups, and members are empowered to be vocal about gaps in practices. Sarah ensures that diversity is a core principle
for Pandora, driving everything the company does and embedding it in all aspects of the talent effort.
She adapts talent processes to shifting demographics to ensure Pandora stays on track to meet or exceed diversity goals.
Favorite Quote: “Believe you can and you're halfway there.” — Theodore Roosevelt

Pitney Bowes
Sheryl Battles Makes Exceptional Contributions to Pitney Bowes

S

heryl Battles is the Vice President, Communications and Diversity Strategy for Pitney Bowes. She
is a pioneer in the implementation of a number of successful diversity initiatives and accomplishments since 1998. Sheryl prepared the Smithsonian exhibit and brochure on African Americans;
was awarded the Donald H. McGannon Award in 2006, one of the National Urban League's highest
awards; is currently chair of the Arthur W. Page Diversity and Inclusion Committee; and founded Pitney
Bowes Young Professionals Network and Women's Inclusion Network; to name just a few successes.
Sheryl uses four best practices to grow the organization's Supplier Diversity. First, she works with top
executives to eliminate systemic barriers to diversity. Second, Sheryl aligns diversity and inclusion (D&I)
with the business strategy, culture, and values. Third, she embeds D&I in all aspects of the employee
experience. Fourth, Sheryl motivates and inspires through courageous conversations. Sheryl brings a
deep understanding of complex global markets and cultural nuances to her efforts, enabling her to work
within the organization to increase awareness of the value of responding to specific market needs.
Favorite Quote: “The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort
and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.”
						 — Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.Chavers

Sheryl Battles
Vice President,
Communications and
Diversity Strategy

Praxair
Praxair's Vanessa Abrahams-John Develops
Best-in-Class D&I Program

V

anessa Abrahams-John is the Director of Global Diversity & Inclusion for Praxair, Inc. Assuming the
position in 2012, she has taken the lead in the development and execution of innovative strategies
to promote diversity and foster an inclusive culture on a global basis that drives innovation and
business success. She has established diversity councils in four of Praxair's global regions. Vanessa has
also enhanced diversity and inclusion training for middle managers and communications for all employees. Through the engagement of senior leaders, the diversity and inclusion agenda is driven to all levels
of the organization.
Vanessa created a highly successful mentoring program for diverse high-potential leadership
She institutionalized global days of recognition for women and diversity, creating greater
Vanessa Abrahams-John candidates.
awareness of the importance of D&I to organizational success. Vanessa champions Employee Resource
Director of Global Diversity
Groups. She also forges critical relationships with key educational institutions and diversity-based organi& Inclusion
zations to build a potential pipeline of diverse talent. Vanessa’s role has expanded to include responsibility
for Global Talent Acquisition, promoting best-in-class diversity and inclusion practices throughout global
recruitment and hiring processes.
Favorite Quote: "Do the best you can until you know better. Then, when you know better,
do better" — Dr. Maya Angelou
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SAP
SAP Japan's Michiko Achilles Helping Women
Build Skills and Experience

M
Michiko Achilles
Vice President and Head of
Human Resources

ichiko Achilles is the Vice President and Head of Human Resources at SAP Japan. She was one
of the first women to break through the glass ceiling in Japan's corporate world to become a
director at Aozora Bank in 2008. SAP encourages diversity specialists to focus on the particular
needs within a country. Michiko's focus in Japan is the high percentage of Japanese women who end
their careers after getting married or starting a family. She developed the Back-to-Work initiative that is
focused on talented housewives who used to have a career. The initiative matches projects to women's
skills and experience while providing training and mentoring.
Michiko regularly speaks to internal and external audiences about the power of diversity to enrich
careers and personal lives. She has an unusual background for a Japanese woman in that she started
a career after having two children. Over the span of her career she has worked for eight multinational
companies in six industries. Michiko also became a Corporate Officer at three listed companies in three
industries.

Favorite Quote: "Enjoy Diversity, Enjoy Life!"” — SAP

Thomson Reuters
Livia Konkel Partners with Thomson Reuters Clients to Advance D&I

A

s the Global Head of Diversity & Inclusion for Thomson Reuters, Livia sets the global strategic
direction for D&I programs and policy. She has launched several successful initiatives with one of
the most recent being the Diversity and Inclusion Index. The Index demonstrates to companies
that those achieving success on measures of diversity, inclusion, and people development have better
financial performance. The Index uses data analytics transparently and objectively to measure the relative performance of companies against factors that define diverse and inclusive workplaces.
Livia developed a multi-faceted approach to D&I that focuses on building inclusion and bringing
in diverse perspectives. The organization's commitment to diversity and inclusion starts with top leadership and is expected of everyone at every level of the organization. A key differentiator at Thomson
Reuters is the focus on clients. Livia leverages D&I to assist managers with partnering more closely
with clients who share company values. She has jointly sponsored key D&I events with clients. Other
best practices include hosting training and development opportunities for employees and developing
thought leadership.

Livia Konkel
Global Head of Diversity &
Inclusion

Favorite Quote: “You can’t buy happiness but you can buy a plane ticket and that’s kind of the same
thing.” — Vanessa Abrahams-John

Greetings! Welcome to the latest global diversity news from DiversityGlobal Magazine. The
purpose of this newsletter is to inform and educate Diversity & Inclusion practitioners,
C-Suite executives, CHROs, CDOs, Talent Managers, and other diversity professionals
about the key trends and issues driving the evolution of diversity & inclusion globally. Since
diversity is different in each culture and country, DiversityGlobal analyses and simplifies the
tools required for optimizing women and diverse talent across cultures while at the same
time helping diversity professionals better understand the nuances of those cultures in order
to build a great diverse workforce. With over 20 years of covering diversity across the world,
DiversityGlobal Magazine is your source for cutting edge diversity news.
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COACHING

WELCOME THE NEW PARTNERS:
21ST CENTURY LEADERSHIP
COACHING AND TECHNOLOGY

BY INGRID JOHNSON

Leadership coaching is undergoing a transformation in
response to a business environment marked by constant
change. Soon, technology will deliver artificial intelligencebased apps for responsive manager education, while coaches
focus on relationship building.

T

he practice of business
coaching has gone through
a progression of changes
reflecting the state of the
business environment and the
needs of clients at the time. Originally reserved for mostly senior
executives and using standard
management principles, coaching
today must be more flexible, adaptive, scalable, and able to utilize
technology to achieve the greatest
benefits.
As the business environment
increasingly becomes more complex and uncertain, coaching strategies are evolving to better meet
client needs, such as relationship
building and embracing new technologies like artificial intelligence.

COACHING IN UNCERTAIN
AND CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS

Coaching can make a difference
in many ways, from improving
the ability of business leaders to
engage employees to increasing
organizational adaptability. To remain as effective as it has been in
the past 30 years, the practice must
evolve along with the business environment, now global for SMEs as
well as large corporations.
Coaching was originally reserved for the C-suite executives
and focused on developing decision-making competencies. Today,
coaches may work with C-suite
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executives, senior leaders at the
vice president level, unit leaders
or top-tier managers, frontline
managers, and high leadership
potential talent. Each group of employees has different needs, and
coaches must be able to provide
the right coaching focus. Some
of the traditional factors are addressed, like motivating staff and
communication skills, but more
topics reflect a future expected
to get even more complex. They
include leading during turbulent
times, change management, stra-

tegic thinking, working in times of
uncertainty, and using influence
rather than command-and-control.
Coaching for the 21st century
is people focused because interpersonal relationships have never
mattered more to business success. Relationships can be face-toface or technology-based as more
companies go global and the internet makes it possible to regularly
connect with people as customers,
suppliers, and community members.

Leaders must be able to effectively utilize multiple channels of
communication. Who would have
believed just a few years ago that
CEOs of large corporations would
begin to tweet or send direct social
media messages? Coaching someone to successfully manage these
types of relationships is different
than coaching someone to hold
effective meetings in person. The
potential ambiguity in messaging
and increased transparency are
just two challenges leaders must
embrace and manage while they
maintain organizational culture
and vision.
Coaching leaders for success
also means the one-on-one coaching format is no longer adequate
by itself and will increasingly
expand to include the coachee's

Coaching is no longer just
for executives because
organization-wide
managers must be prepared
to be effective and adaptable
leaders in a volatile
and complex business
environment.
team members in recognition of
the importance of developing successful working relationships and
the dynamic decision-making environment. This is particularly important in companies with diverse
leaders coming from different
cultures and generations and with
disparate perspectives. Coaches
must be culturally attuned to the
changing workplace if they are to
be effective in the current and future business environment.

CHANGING MINDSETS

The uncertainty and volatility that
business leaders must deal with on
a daily basis can create a lot of anxiety in the very people tasked with
minimizing discomfort in their
workforce. A relevant coach rec-

ognizes the need to help leaders
deal with ambiguity, helping them
change perspectives and develop
increased self-awareness. Leaders
must change mindsets that rely on
past leadership practices and traditional management approaches to mindsets that embrace new
learning and adaptability to volatility.
Objective feedback through
tools like 360-degree assessment
and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
will continue to be used in the future, but technology is also bringing important changes to coaching. Behavior-based coaching is
recognized as the model that best
meets the needs of leaders in the
complex business environment,
but one-on-one or small group
coaching limits the benefits that
coaching can deliver to the organization.
Technology offers the promise
of scalability so that anyone can
access development programs at
any time. Of more importance
is the fact the coaching industry
is on the cusp of experiencing a
transformation as a result of the
development of applications powered by artificial intelligence (AI).

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

AI is technology that makes it
possible for education and development programs to adapt to the
learner's needs.
An early entrant in this
emerging market is BRiN, a mobile-based application intended
to serve as a personal business advisor. It includes a large library of
educational videos and artificial
intelligence to customize coaching
based on user data. The more the
application is used, the “smarter” it becomes in the delivery of
customized information. There is
plenty of room for content expansion since currently only videos
of business experts are included,
covering a range of topics that
include mindset, product, marketing, sales, operations, people,
finance and strategy. The application currently targets small busi-

ness leaders.
IBM is a leader in the development of AI, which the company
prefers to call Augmented Intelligence. The IBM Watson Business
Coach application uses cognitive
computing to find statistical patterns in huge amounts of data and
utilizes those patterns to help humans draw conclusions. It offers
users personalized advice to help
them overcome business challenges. A voice-enabled conversation between Watson the computer and the business professional
leads to a personalized roadmap
and inspiration from other business leaders. Learners go on a
“cognitive journey” during which
Watson uses internal, external,
structured, unstructured, voice
and visual data – combined with
the ability to understand, reason
and learn – to help managers make
better operational decisions, communicate in real time, and optimize business processes.
Coaching is no longer just
for executives because organization-wide managers must
be prepared to be effective and
adaptable leaders in a volatile and
complex business environment.
Decisions are no longer made in
silos, and leaders must be skilled
at building relationships across
widely dispersed networks. They
need to learn leadership behaviors
that increase employee engagement and satisfaction, promote
innovation through team building, and develop decision-making
skills for uncertain business conditions where continuous change
is the norm.
Leaders for the 21st century
must be transparent and empathetic, and developing heightened
self-awareness is a first step.
Technology can, and will,
change how some aspects of
coaching are delivered. However, one thing that will not change
is the need for human leadership
coaches because they create the
expert input the computers rely
on: It takes a human to really
know a human.

www.diversityglobal.com
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DISABILITY WORKS

RETHINKING REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Employers need to rethink what reasonable
accommodation for people with disabilities really
means and how the strategy can benefit the
organization. It is the only way progress in hiring
and retaining the disabled will ever be made.
BY KAREN WHITE

T

he American Disabilities Act is
going on 27 years old, yet approximately 24 million Americans
with disabilities of working age
are unemployed. Despite the ADA and
the 2008 amendments expanding the
definition of disabled, most Americans
with intellectual, developmental, and
physical disabilities are unable to find
employment and earn a self-supporting
income. What is holding back progress?
The answer includes a number of factors, but one of the most challenging is a
lack of understanding of reasonable accommodations – what is required, how to
manage the process, and the benefits and
value the strategy accrues to the company.
In truth, the principle of reasonable
accommodation begins before the recruitment process and includes developing an inclusive culture, training recruitment and hiring managers to recognize
accommodation requests, and using
available tools for managing RA accommodation.

BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING WITH
THE CORPORATE CULTURE

An aging population has created a need
for workers able to replace a growing
volume of retirees. To find people with
the right skills, many employers are recruiting international workers when they
could be looking closer at home first.
People with disabilities remain an un-
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derutilized talent source of workers who
are struggling to be included in America's workplace. Out of 57 million people,
30 million disabled people are of working
age and approximately 20 percent of them
are employed. The 20 percent statistic has
been the same since World War II.
One challenge that employers face is
developing an inclusive workplace culture that changes societal bias which
says anyone with a disability is never
fully able. Recruiters and managers are
not going to actively include people with
disabilities if they are fearful, buy into the
stereotype that people with disabilities
cannot be fully productive, or are convinced that reasonable accommodation
is special treatment that is too costly to
the business. The average cost of half of
reasonable accommodations is approximately $500, and 80 percent are under
$1,000.

Out of 57 million
people, 30 million
disabled people are
of working age and
approximately 20
percent of them are
employed.

Lack of employment progress is
largely due to the belief that people with
disabilities will cost the company time,
money and productivity.
Reasonable accommodation begins
with remaking the corporate culture
into one that is fully inclusive. Training
recruiters and managers, so they understand the truth about reasonable accommodations and the benefits people with
disabilities bring, is critical to increasing
employment. Interviewers should have
a good understanding of the particular
expression of the disability and adapt
the process to accommodate the interviewee. For example, a person who has
difficulty traveling is not likely to show
up for an interview held in a hard-toreach location but could easily interview
via Skype. A person with autism will
often avoid eye contact, and the interviewer who does not understand that behavior will believe the person would not
make a suitable employee.

have the best attendance and best performance records, per Starbucks.

NEVER SAY NEVER

JUST AS PRODUCTIVE

The entire talent management process
needs reviewing from the perspective
of reasonable accommodation, including advertising, screening, recruiting,
onboarding, process for RA, and training and development processes.
There is a misconception that productivity standards must be lowered
as a reasonable accommodation, and
that is not true. People with disabilities hired for particular jobs should
be able to meet the same productivity
standards and earn the same pay as the
non-disabled in the same positions. A
reasonable accommodation includes
adapting the recruitment process to include public and private organizations
that assist qualified people with disabilities in finding employment, such as the
state vocational rehabilitation agency,
Enable America, The Arc, EARN.org,
and Workforce Recruitment Program
which connects employers with col-

lege students and recent graduates. The
Job Accommodation Network (JAN), a
subscription service, is an invaluable resource for maintaining knowledge of the
latest trends in reasonable accommodation approaches.
The National Organization on Disability (NOD) has a Disability Employment Tracker 80-question survey that
employers complete online. It benchmarks an employer against the over 200
employers in the NOD pool. NOD will
work with the employer to identify ways
to improve the metrics, making recommendations for actions that improve
standing among peers.
Starbucks partnered with NOD to
specifically attract and employ workers
with disabilities in some of the roasting
facilities. The company developed the
Inclusion Academy, a six-week on-the-job
training program for people with cognitive and physical disabilities. Many of the
people had never worked before, yet they

The general rule for reasonable accommodations is to never say never to reasonable accommodation. Every request
should be considered, but the employer
must have a dialogue with the employee.
It is easy to make assumptions that an accommodation is unreasonable, too costly,
or creates an undue hardship on coworkers.
The 2008 amendments to the ADA
changed the focus from whether a person is disabled to whether the person can
meet performance expectations with reasonable accommodations. The employer
must meet an employee halfway, with accommodations taking many forms. One
of those forms is the restructuring of a
job to eliminate nonessential functions. A
common barrier to employment is a belief
that no jobs in the company are appropriate for special needs people, especially
those with intellectual disabilities, or that
people with disabilities cannot be appropriately trained.
Only essential job functions should
be in job descriptions, immediately eliminating more barriers to employment
for all potential employees. Employers
can adjust work schedules, modify leave
policies, adapt training materials, and
provide assistive devices or special equipment. The key is to focus on the individual's unique needs. People with disabilities should not be thought of as a uniform
group. Each person is different, meaning
form letters and assumptions about needs
are to be avoided.
Employers are interested in hiring
and retaining people who can perform job
duties that meet performance standards.
One of the interesting consequences of
reasonable accommodation is that it has
encouraged employers to reconsider job
descriptions to eliminate unintended
barriers to employment opportunities for
all people, and not just people with disabilities. The reality is that most people
need some type of reasonable accommodation, from a flexible work schedule to a
back-supporting desk chair.
With the current labor shortage, ignoring 24 million working age people who
happen to have a disability is simply not a
good business practice.

www.diversityglobal.com
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GLOBAL WOMEN

LEVELING THE
LEADERSHIP PLAYING
FIELD FOR WOMEN
OF COLOR

The challenges women of color in leadership positions
face are daunting because most are based in conscious
and unconscious biases which are difficult to root out.
The solutions include bias training and executives willing
to let the women talk.

T

here are more women of color in business leadership positions than ever before, and
studies have proven they
bring new perspectives and
ideas that flow right to the
bottom line. Yet, conscious and unconscious biases continue to hold them back
from fully participating on leadership
teams or contributing to their organizations.
Stereotyping like the “angry black
woman” and biases like “a white woman or man could do a better job” remain
deeply embedded in many businesses,
forcing women of color to find ways to
succeed without alienating others in the
organization. It is a tightrope walked daily simply because they violate the stereotypes that executives and peers hold on to
as to what a business leader should look
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like and how the person should act.
Rooting out the biases begins with
recognition of the problem followed by
developing and implementing strategies
that systematically address and overcome them.

BIASES AND STEREOTYPING
TIMES THREE IN BUSINESS

The American Association of University
Women (AAUW) researched the status
of women in leadership, reporting the
results in "Barriers and Bias." The study
found that women are much less likely
than men to reach leadership positions in
business, universities, state legislatures,
unions, and religious institutions.
According to the study, of the people
in executive positions, 2 percent are black
women, 1 percent are Hispanic women,
1 percent are Asian-American, and less

BY SHANIQUA THOMAS

than 1 percent are women of other racial
and ethnic groups. The women who reach
these positions are held up as role models, yet they continue to face a number of
challenges that are mostly due to bias and
stereotyping. Persistent sex discrimination affects all female leaders to some degree, but women of color are dealt a triple
dose of discrimination based on sex, race
and ethnicity.
One of the common challenges women of color leaders face is based on two
stereotypes. One says that masculine
traits, like aggression and willingness to
engage in conflict, are needed for effective leadership. The other says women
should not act like men.
Women of color have another layer
of bias to contend with – stereotyping of
race and ethnicity. For example, Latin
women are stereotyped as loud, outgoing

and lacking seriousness (and always have
an accent.) Asian women are humble and
unwilling to speak up at meetings. Black
women are angry and overly assertive. It
is not difficult to imagine the responses
the women of color elicit from the traditional white male leader when they are assertive, intelligent, and willing to present
and logically defend their perspectives
and ideas. In many cases, they continue
to be viewed as threats to the status quo.

JUST BECAUSE YOU ARE
DIFFERENT THAN ME

Women of color face more complex challenges than white women in identifying
the basis of the biases. A white woman can
say the discrimination is gender based or
based on sexual preference. Bias distorts
the view as to the ability of the woman to
manage the job responsibilities.
Research has shown that women who
are members of racial minorities face
negative stereotyping first around their
identity. A woman of color facing bias
must decide if it is based on gender, race,
ethnicity, sexual preference or some combination. The complex biases get them
excluded from critical meetings, interrupted when presenting new ideas, unfair
work assessments, and unrealistic work
expectations. These are the outward expressions of this bias.

Another challenge is overcoming
stereotyping of "black" or "Latin" or
"Asian.” For example, black women may
identify as African-American, Caribbean,
or African, and their backgrounds influence their communication and leadership
styles. Yet all women of color must display
leadership ability while conforming to
white European American standards for
the black, Latin, or Asian prototype. This
creates a terrible dissonance for the women of color and within the organization.

ACTION AND NOT TIME

The AAUW makes the important point
that action and not time can address the
challenges. Organizations are becoming
more aware of the role of bias in holding
back the full participation of women of
color leaders.
One approach to giving the women
the full leadership voice they earned is to
address the expression of bias in leadership training. Corporate America's executive and senior management ranks are

still mostly older white men who may not
even be aware they harbor the biases.
Two types of training are structured
free recall, in which participants consider the positive and negative attributes
of people to avoid generalizations, and
source monitoring, in which participants
focus on true remembered judgments
rather than their gut feelings. Male leaders are simply acting like aggressive,
competent managers when interrupting a
woman of color who is presenting a new
idea or thought. The aggressive behavior is expected and often admired. The
AAUW reports that studies have found
that gender and race influence how others interpret a person's behaviors, such as
self-promotion and assertive language.
For example, Latinas who are assertive
are seen as emotional or angry when they
are not.
Organizations are also instituting
practices to fully integrate women of color into the leadership network and process. That includes ensuring they attend

ORGANIZATIONS ARE BECOMING
MORE AWARE OF THE ROLE OF
BIAS IN HOLDING BACK THE FULL
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN OF
COLOR LEADERS.
key meetings and are allowed
to freely speak, creating work
partnerships of white male and
woman of color as equal partners, and including women in
business socialization opportunities.
Of course, the business
culture is crucial. Bias should
be eliminated when selecting
project leaders, assigning responsibilities, and measuring
performance.
Women of color in leadership face complex challenges in
fulfilling their roles. They are
leaders who must persevere,
and sometimes that means politely saying when interrupted,
"Please, I will finish presenting
my thoughts in their entirety,
and then I will be happy to hear
your reflections."
www.diversityglobal.com
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

							 CORPORATE
BUILDING
ETHICAL AND COMPLIANCE STRENGTH
There is an endless parade of corporate scandals, making
executives ask: How can we strengthen ethics and
compliance by changing employee mindsets and behaviors?
BY DONNA CHAN

N

o business executive
wants to find the company the target of a
government probe or
the subject of a whistleblower's claim of widespread
ethics breaches. Unfortunately, it
happens frequently with one of the
most recent being the Volkswagen
emissions scandal, in which emissions software “defeat devices”
were installed to fool government
regulators during vehicle emissions
tests.
Most employees want to do the
right thing, yet they may decide to
ignore ethical violations of coworkers and supervisors, often out of fear
of job loss but also frequently due to
a desire to avoid creating problems
out of misplaced company loyalty
or being accused of making unnecessary trouble. Then there are employees who make poor decisions
and purposely violate compliance
and ethics guidelines.
Either way, changing employee
mindsets is the key to changing behaviors, and it comes down to the
kind of culture and leadership the
organization develops.

CHOOSING TO DO THE
WRONG THING

Ethics and compliance violations
erode trust in brands and corporate
reputations, and employee morale,
and put companies in the line of fire
for additional government investigations and regulations. Violations
also promote public cynicism about
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THE REALITY
IS THAT THERE
ARE MANY REASONS PEOPLE
CHOOSE TO DO
THE “WRONG
THING” WHICH
COULD MEAN
COMMITTING
THE OFFENSE
OR FAILING TO
SPEAK UP WHEN
KNOWLEDGEABLE OF MISCONDUCT.

the ability of large corporations to
develop and manage ethical organizations. This can hurt talent
recruitment and retention, reduce
business value, and harm the ability to exercise social responsibility.
Ethical people and organizations are unlikely to align themselves with businesses that appear
to be paying lip service to ethics
or continually fail to comply with
governmental requirements. Ethics and compliance are critical elements of a sustainable business,
and yet every year a major scandal
continues to hit the news.

Employees at all levels must
make decisions that have significant business consequences, from
the mailroom clerk who steals
checks to the CEO who knows, but
ignores, serious ethical or noncompliance issues. Business leaders
are tasked with understanding the
“why” of these decisions, meaning
they must grasp the decision-making process employees go through.
The reality is that there are
many reasons people choose to
do the “wrong thing” which could
mean committing the offense or
failing to speak up when knowledgeable of misconduct. They
include a misguided loyalty to coworkers, a supervisor or the company itself; personal fear of corporate
retribution for reporting misconduct; personal financial problems;
meeting unreasonable work goals;
cultural pressures in which personal values conflict with company
rules; following the lead of managers involved in misconduct; and
pure greed, to name a few.

DEVELOPING A CORPORATE
VALUES-BASED CULTURE

It is becoming clearer that making
corporate rules and demanding
compliance is not a good strategy.
From a psychological perspective,
compliance is behavior based on either fear of not meeting rules or on
a desire to satisfy the expectations
of others. It is not ethics or values
based. People are simply complying with what they are told to do,

even if their reasons for complying
vary.
Though compliance is important, the corporate scandals clearly
prove that making rules and more
rules is not effective. What is effective is creating a values-based culture in which ethical behavior is incentivized and unethical behaviors
are appropriately punished. People
must have the right mindset, and
the biggest influencers are the corporate culture and leadership.
Ordering people to obey rules
is not effective. It is based on negativity – “do this or else." Employees do not like language based in
fear or feeling like they are forced
to do something, rather than wanting to do the right thing because it
is important and based on positive
values.
Building a strong ethical culture is critical to changing mindsets because the corporate culture
is pervasive and constant across
the organization. The culture may
seem abstract, but it creates an
environment in which it is easy for
employees to make good decisions
on a day-to-day basis. An ethical
culture rewards good behaviors in
a variety of ways, from recognizing
employees who consistently do the
right thing to establishing human
resources and talent management
practices that recognize employee
rights and promote loyalty, honesty, equity, and fair treatment.

experiences no punishment, but an
employee who violates compliance
rules is let go. Consistent ethical
behavior on the part of leadership is
critical to building employee trust
and changing mindsets. Employees must trust that doing the right
thing is recognized and rewarded,
and aligns with personal values.
An ethical culture and ethical
leadership are the two most important elements of an ethical and
compliant organization. The appropriate resources should be put into
training people at all levels. Training increases transparency because it reinforces the culture and
publicly discusses ethics and compliance. It is important for training to reach all employees, from
newly hired frontline employees to
top leadership. Training includes
discussion of the corporate values
and the open lines of communication employees can utilize. Ethical
behavior is reinforced as a priority
for business success and is not rel-

THOUGH CREATING A POSITIVE
CULTURE BEGINS WITH THE
CEO AND TOP
EXECUTIVES, IT
IS LEADERSHIP
DOWN TO THE
FRONTLINES
THAT ENSURE
THE CULTURE IS
FIRMLY EMBEDDED AND THAT
EMPLOYEES
RECOGNIZE AND
EMBRACE THE
VALUES.

egated to compliance. Employee
performance reviews can reinforce
approval of ethical behavior with
good behaviors given equal status
with other evaluation criteria.
The Wells Fargo scandal involved 5,300 employees opening
more than a million fake customer
accounts. This kind of behavior is
indicative of a culture that did not
promote the right values. Managers
rewarded employees for unethical
behaviors, creating a mindset that
justified fraudulent activity to meet
unrealistic performance goals.
Ethics and compliance must be
a routine discussion backed up by
ethical leadership behavior. Policies and procedures should always
reflect corporate values, and frontline managers need to discuss positive, as well as, negative examples
of ethical behavior.
Changing employee mindsets
to build corporate ethics and compliance strength is an ongoing and
relentless process.

INCLUDE EVERY MANAGER
IN TRUST BUILDING

Though creating a positive culture
begins with the CEO and top executives, it is leadership down to
the frontlines that ensure the culture is firmly embedded and that
employees recognize and embrace
the values. All managers must exhibit ethical behavior and leadership, making fair decisions, building employee trust, and enforcing
rules and procedures in a fair way.
When employees report misconduct, managers cannot retaliate.
There cannot be double standards – one set of behaviors for
managers and one for employees.
For example, a manager who fakes
information on a compliance report
www.diversityglobal.com
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Flying High: AirAsia
Philippines Success
is Testament to
Great Management
Starting and growing
an airlines is not a
simple job because
of the complex
regulations. It
takes high-quality
leadership that only
comes with a rich and
varied experience.
BY GERALD DONALD

M

arianne B. Hontiveros is
currently the chairman of
AirAsia Philippines Board,
but this is a position she
assumed only after starting and growing
the company. She brought incredible
experience to the effort – the kind of
experience that develops exceptional
leadership skills.
As an affiliate of AirAsia Malaysia,
the low-cost airline company focuses on
delivering exceptional customer service
that is delivered by engaged employees
who respect and admire the management.
The story of how AirAsia Philippines
was started offers inspiration and a
glimpse into an industry that few truly understand and most are only familiar with
as customers. The story is one of mastering and maneuvering through complex
rules and regulations, proving qualifications to the Civil Aeronautics Board, having a strong talent management process,
and planning for growth.

Starting with a Dream

Good companies have excellent leadership, and Tony Fernandes recognized
the quality of leadership that Hontiveros
could provide when he decided to become
a cofounder of AirAsia Malaysia.
She had a long and interesting background, with each business effort honing
her management skills. Hontiveros started her career decades ago as a television
host and producer, moved into the music
business to set up Warner Music in the
Philippines for Time Warner, became
an entrepreneur in business communications television, and then worked for a
technology company that was a pioneer
in interactive voice response. Fernandes
and Hontiveros knew each other because
he was running Warner Music Malaysia
at the same time she was running Warner
Music Philippines.
Fernandes’ dream of starting an airlines developed as a child when his family
living in London could not afford to fly to
Malaysia, unlike his richer classmates. He
had good timing. Hontiveros had decided to slow down her business to deal with
breast cancer, and Fernandes still needed
to start AirAsia Malaysia. Five years later,
after a successful startup in Malaysia, followed by Thailand and Indonesia, he was
ready for her to start AirAsia Philippines
and she was ready to take the risk.
Her philosophy is “follow your passion” and be willing to take the path where
you can make a difference and influence
people’s lives.
“I had already set up a music company with no knowledge of the music industry, and I knew the same basic skills were
needed to start an airline business. I had
to be able to find the right people, set up
the company, and establish a successful
operation model,” Hontiveros explains.

Applying Skills

“follow your
passion” and be
willing to take the
path where you can
make a difference
and influence
people’s lives.
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“What do we know about running an airlines?” Hontiveros asked Fernandes when
he approached her about a startup.
His answer was that many of the same
skills needed to sell and promote music
were the same skills needed to sell and
promote airline tickets. Even the demographics of the two industries were similar – young with money to spend. The two
of them also had a common belief that
ASEAN is a huge market in need of local
carriers who could get high airfares down.
“When Tony and I were in the music

business, we recognized that people in
ASEAN countries had a lot in common. We
could cross-sell music artists. Music also
‘expires,’ going in and out of style. Airline
tickets expire the minute that airline takes
off,” Hontiveros explains.
Success in the airlines industries depends on finding the right people and
maintaining a high level of safety. Executives and managers need to be able to
motivate staff, give people the necessary
tools to achieve their potential, and have
the right experts on staff. In the case of
Air–Asia Philippines, that means having
experienced leadership in critical positions
like chief operating officer, and heads of
engineering and maintenance However,
all staff at AirAsia Philippines are considered critical to success.
“People are very, very important but
you need to lead by example. I would not
ask anything of my staff that I am not willing to do myself. Tony set the tone for that.
In the beginning when he set up AirAsia
Malaysia, Tony went out and worked three
days in the baggage department, three days
in engineering, three days on the ramp,
and so on to better understand the system
and problems people deal with every day,”
explains Hontiveros. She followed his lead
when setting up her own company.
As a result, the general staff at both
companies appreciate the executive staff.
AirAsia Philippines has a very flat structure – CEO, COO and heads of departments. Anyone can visit the executive area
without an appointment, and if Hontiveros
or the COO are in, the employee can meet
with either one.
Besides investing in people, the company also invests heavily in technology to
ensure the CEO and commercial and marketing heads have access to data.

Looking Forward

Now the Chairman of the Board, Hontiveros’ role has shifted to more regional
responsibilities. A single ASEAN aviation
market has just been approved by all the
ASEAN countries.
“We are moving towards an integrated
aviation industry and an open market in
ASEAN. This will not happen immediately,
but if successful there will be uniformity
and standards for pilots and engineers,”
she said.
This will enable AirAsia and its affiliates to cross-post flight deck and flight
crews. If there is a lack of pilots in Thai-

Marianne B. Hontiveros
Chairman, AirAsia Philippines Board

land, for example, but an excess of pilots
in the Philippines, cross-posting available
Philippine pilots in Thailand could relieve
a shortage.
Hontiveros is also playing an active
role in getting young women interested
in STEM. AirAsia CEOs, including the
AirAsia Philippines CEO, visit various educational facilities, like the Technological
Institute of the Philippines, to share their
paths to the top and the skills they had to
develop. AirAsia Philippines invites universities to send young women interested
in STEM fields to work alongside its staff
during summer breaks or for job training
as part of the curriculum.
The company is actively searching for
more female talent in engineering as there
are currently only two female engineers.
One strategy has been carefully crafting
advertising and marketing materials to
show women and men enjoying careers
in aviation engineering and maintenance.

Happy to be Replaced

What is Hontiveros most proud of in terms
of her success?
Her answer is a bit unexpected because it is not starting or managing a
complex business. She is most proud of
having found her successor as CEO. A
young woman who was a junior lawyer,
Joy Cañeba, was assigned to the AirAsia
Philippines contract and she worked sideby-side with Hontiveros to prepare briefs,
attend hearings, do filings, and go before
the Civil Aeronautics Board. Together
they learned the terms, rules, regulations
and the industry. When she decided to
leave her law firm, Hontiveros convinced
her to join AirAsia Philippines as the chief
operating officer (COO). When AirAsia

Philippines bought Zest Air (now AirAsia
Zest), the CEO of ZestAir decided to leave
after a year. The two companies were
merged, Hontiveros stepped down as CEO
and became Chairman of the Board, and
Cañeba was appointed CEO.
This is what it takes sometimes to get
women more involved in an industry.
Cañeba originally planned on starting her
own company, but Hontiveros convinced
her that there was plenty of time for her
to do that after she developed more leadership skills at AirAsia Philippines. Hontiveros mentored and sponsored Cañeba,
helping her understand her potential. That
is Hontiveros’ style and why AirAsia Philippines is successful.
“You have to be on constant lookout for
talent,” says Hontiveros.
When she identifies what she calls
go-getters, one thing everyone can count
on is that the talented people will be recruited and probably convinced to join the
high flying company.

Addendum

AirAsia Philippines has completed the
transition into a single operating certificate under Cañeba’s leadership. After
three years in the company, Cañeba went
on to pursue her dream of running her law
firm and turned over the leadership to the
airline’s chief operating officer Captain
Dexter Comendador in July 2016.
It was also during this period that
AirAsia Philippines entered a new phase
with the plan to expand its network to include several new routes from secondary
hubs and provide connectivity throughout
Southeast Asia.
Comendador readily stepped into the
role of leading the team and was officially
appointed CEO early this year. His love affair with airlines and airplanes goes a long
way back as combat pilot, flight commander, and highly-decorated commercial pilot.
It was Hontiveros who got Comendador as
chief pilot for operations in 2011 to pioneer
AirAsia operations in the Philippines. She
actively sought him out, on recommendation of then Philippine President Fidel V.
Ramos who had awarded Comendador a
medal for his role in safely handling a commercial flight bombing incident involving
Philippine Airlines flight 434 in 1994.
As a leader and mentor, Hontiveros believes that when you seek to hire the best
and the brightest the company’s future is
in good hands.
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CORPORATE FEATURE - II

Richard Evans’
Global Insights on
Making Gender
Diversity Work
BY KIM PERSAUD

It is easy to espouse principles of gender
diversity, but what does it take to apply
them with success? Talk to someone with a
long career in global business development
and some surprising advice emerges.

R

ichard Evans has been the Executive Chairman of Constellium since 2012 and has almost
47 years of experience in the
aluminum industry, during which he has
steered various companies through mergers, recessions, globalization, civil unrest,
and skilled labor shortages. Constellium
is the latest endeavor.
The company is a global sector leader
in designing and manufacturing innovative and value-added aluminum products
and solutions, primarily for the automotive, aerospace, and packaging markets. It is headquartered in Amsterdam,
Netherlands and was created when Alcan Engineered Products was sold by Rio
Tinto. Alcan Engineered Products was a
company that was formed through various mergers and acquisitions between
Alcan, Pechiney, and Alusuisse. Richard
was there for it all and was instrumental
in guiding the various aluminum companies through enormous turmoil and
an industry transformation that took decades to unfold, giving him an invaluable
perspective on diversity.

Culture Shock

The aluminum industry today is very
global because the various steps in the
aluminum production process require
different intensities of natural resources
and energy production. The raw material bauxite is mined in tropical latitudes.
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Refining requires high levels of thermal
energy, so plants are located near ports.
Smelting, the next stage, is electrical energy intense, so smelting operations are
in places where there are large quantities
of stranded electricity produced by a variety of resources, such as historically in
the U.S. Northwest, the Tennessee Valley,
and Europe. However, today it is mainly
Canada, Russia, China, the Middle East
and Iceland. Semi-fabrication and fabrication (rolling, extrusion, forging) has to
be close to developed markets so plants

are concentrated in the U.S., Western Europe, and Japan and more recently China.
Richard considers himself fortunate that
he was able to move around the world
during the span of his career.
In fact, for his first overseas job with
Kaiser Aluminum in 1978, Richard moved
to Ghana West Africa with his wife and
two young daughters. “It was a culture
shock and a very challenging environment because there was a lot of political
turmoil, making it difficult X for our 2500
local employees to evenbuy food for their
families,” says Richard. His job was just as
challenging because the goal was to leave
in 3-4 years with half of the senior executives as Ghanaians and the plant brought
up to the leading performance standards
of all Kaiser Aluminum plants.
Upon returning to the U.S., Richard
became Division President for Kaiser in
Engineered Products. Meanwhile, in Kaiser’s smelter business a mismanaged public nuclear plant system drove electricity
prices up 10-fold, leading to a successful
hostile leveraged buyout by a company in
Texas which then over-leveraged its acquisition. Seeing bankruptcy on the horizon,
Richard left the company to do consulting
work, including in Japan. After a year he
joined Alcan in Montreal, and during that
stage of his career he worked on a strategy
to acquire Alusuisse of Switzerland and
then Pechiney, a large French aluminum
company, during which he spent considerable time in Zurich and Paris. Alcan tripled in size within five years.

What Will it take to Include
More Women?

RICHARD CONSIDERS HIMSELF FORTUNATE THAT HE
WAS ABLE TO MOVE
AROUND THE WORLD
DURING THE SPAN
OF HIS CAREER.

Catching up with Richard at the Global
Summit for Women was a chance to get
Richard’s perspectives on what needs to
be done to give women more opportunities that they did not have before. He
prefaces his viewpoint with the fact that
he was fortunate to have a number of
very talented women working while he
was CEO at Alcan - five of whom became
CEOs of large multi-billion corporations
or groups. Richard explains, “One thing
we found when we integrated Pechiney
and Alusuisse into Alcan was that we had
to put in more formal assessment programs so we could get the best of the people in the three companies. I think women
fare better when you have a lot of positions, objective criteria, and are looking at
many people’s resumes and qualifications

compared to filling one position. When
you are filling one position, it’s usually “I
know someone…”’
Asked about getting women into more
STEM positions, he believes that companies should be thinking in terms of how
they can qualify women for executive positions earlier in their careers. “You have
to have them in jobs where they get experience running a plant or research group,
or doing sales and marketing. They cannot be placed only on traditional tracks for
women in HR, finance, and communications. The lack of depth of experience in
staff and line positions makes it difficult
for them to make the leap to Division
President or CEO,” Richard learned over
his career. His perspective is that qualified female job candidates must be coming out of school and working in engineering and operational positions. “Executive
development is a supply chain process,
which is why STEM education at an early
age is so important,” he adds.

Common Ethics and Values

Here is an interesting question: Are women psychologically less willing to take
risks because they are watched more
closely than male counterparts? Studies
indicate that women are more risk averse
than men and take risks only when they
are confident they will succeed.
“Men may see a five percent chance
of succeeding but a big payoff so will take
the risk. Women will generally take risks
only when they are fairly confident they
will succeed. They look at sustainable
solutions,” says Richard. Of course, there
are plenty of stories about male risk-takers who go down in flames and take the
business with them.
The trend today is to move away from
hiring the outside CEO ‘miracle worker’
and to promote someone from within the
company and the industry because an internal candidate has a much better chance
of succeeding. That works well for women
if they get on the right career track.
Is there a need for a different set of
leadership skills in today’s environment?
Some say yes, but Richard has a different
take on it. “Yes, the world is different because of globalization, and leaders today
have to understand foreign trade, currency, and cultures. Markets are changing
too, like the European Union creating a
common market. The internet market
change is also significant, but basic ana-

values, but differences in culture need
recognition also.

Intentional Talent
Management

Richard Evans
Principal and Executive Chairman,
Constellium

lytical and communication skills have not
changed - only the method of message
delivery.” A bigger challenge is merging
company cultures. One of Richard’s challenges when managing Alcan’s acquisition of Alusuisse was blending East and
West Germany cultures because both
companies had made investments in East
Germany. He has a firm view that having
a clear culture at the top in terms of ethics
and values, applicable across the organization, is the most important factor.
When there are common ethics and
values, everyone in the organization, no
matter where they work, understands the
limits and what is important.
“Everyone has a common resource in
HR,” explains Richard, “Everyone should
know how people are expected to be treated and understand the laws and ethics,
and safety and health, and these principles must be embedded across the executive suite.
You don’t apply different environmental standards in Brazil than you do in the
U.S. just because it has lower laws. You
don’t discriminate in Switzerland because
other companies do. You don’t conduct
business on the edge of antitrust because
it has been the practice. To succeed longer
term there must be an organizational culture.”
That may be a core of North American

When Evans was CEO, Alcan was aware
of what it takes to achieve gender equality
in a STEM industry. Women succeeded in
Alcan because the company revamped its
talent management system to ensure it intentionally looked for gender, geographic, and language diversity. The company
wanted its talent pipeline filled with people from all over the world and not just
North Americans.
“Wherever we operated, we wanted to
make sure we had senior people who understood the culture in which they were
operating.”
People do have hidden biases, so how
does a company ensure qualified diverse
job candidates are not overlooked? One
way, per Richard, is to have diversity in
the HR department, and in the interviewing and hiring functions. When one person interviews a candidate and has the
right to make to the final decision, biases
can thrive.
“It is natural for people to create
‘tribes’ consisting of people who look
and think like themselves. Tribes form
around jobs (engineers, lawyers, etc.),
language, political views, gender, and so
on.” To ensure managers keep diversity in
mind, Alcan had formal targets and measurements for the top 200-300 positions
in the company. Results were tied back
to the performance evaluation and bonus
system.
“Successful diversity depends on the
commonality of values and ethics and a
proactive approach. If you do not have
Hispanics, or Francophones or Women
in your workforce, for example, you need
to consciously recruit them by changing
strategies,” says Richard. He goes on to
say that once you get approximately 30
percent diversity at the executive and
managerial levels, dynamic changes occur.
“A strong business culture can override a multitude of social cultures. Everyone must change a little. Germans must
be less structured; Spanish must be more
structured; Americans must be less arrogant, and everyone must be a little more
empathetic and humble,” says Richard.
This is practical and sound advice for a
very global world.
www.diversityglobal.com
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INNOVATION

PROCUREMENT FOR
INNOVATION
IN HEALTHCARE
(AND GENERATING
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT TOO!)

W

hen all else fails in controlling costs … innovate.
Technology has made it
clear that innovation can
improve end results without significantly driving up costs, and that is precisely
what is needed in the healthcare industry.
Canada spends billions each year trying to provide and maintain high-quality
healthcare for citizens, but the system is
facing serious challenges, such as the rapid aging of the population that will double the number of seniors over the next 25
years to 10 million and rising costs that
are limiting funding for priorities.
Designing innovation solutions in
medical technologies and healthcare
systems offers one potential solution,
and that is where procurement can be
an enabler of innovation, cost effectiveness, and system improvement with the
additional benefit of adding to economic
prosperity.

HEALTHCARE EXPENSES ADD UP

Most money spent on healthcare is funneled through procurement systems.
Think about this for a moment: a sizable
amount of over $220 billion is spent on
medical devices, technologies, and goods
and services – all of which can benefit
from innovation. Excluding administration and physician fees, approximately
82 percent of spending is going to capital,
drugs, dental care, hospitals and clinics,
vision care, and public health.
Approximately 70 percent of total
healthcare spending comes from the public sector, but each federal, provincial and
territorial government decides how they
will spend the money. Some governments
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are reaching a critical point because
healthcare spending is consuming a large
percentage of the budget.
The Canadian Institute for Health Information tracks the statistics and reports
the country as a whole spends 38 percent
of its budget on healthcare. In Alberta,
that number is 42 percent and in Manitoba it is 46 percent. The lowest is 18 percent
in the Yukon Territory. Except for Ontario, every province and territory, and the
federal government is experiencing rising
healthcare expenses.

VALUE-DRIVEN PROCUREMENT
PROPELS INNOVATION

What if procurement functions worked
more closely together to drive innovation? What if procurement could improve
the quality of care without increasing
costs through collaboration with the appropriate members of the healthcare industry? What if procurement focused on
value during the sourcing and purchasing
process, rather than just price?
These questions are being asked because value-driven procurement has the
potential to bring the kind of innovation
the healthcare system needs if it is to continue delivering the quality and level of
services the population needs as demographics change and costs rise.
Traditionally, procurement has purchased products and services as directed but has not been concerned with
outcomes. As experts explore new models for the healthcare industry because
expenses are on an unsustainable path,
procurement for innovation has emerged
as one solution. This includes innovation
in medical devices, health technologies,

Procurement is not
traditionally where the
healthcare industry has
turned to for innovation,
yet it may be a strong
driver of innovation and
economic development.

BY SHANIQUA THOMAS

and delivery of healthcare services, and
the purchasing of cutting-edge goods.
Transitioning from a price focus to
an outcomes focus has the potential to
leverage innovation to improve products,
services and processes. Innovation in this
sense has a broad definition that includes
new ways of doing valued things, something that adds value over the status quo,
or enhances something that is currently in
place. Improvements and enhancements
can bring value to people, the healthcare
delivery system, the healthcare industry,
and/or the economy as a whole.

CAREFUL PROCUREMENT
IMPROVES OUTCOMES

Such a broad concept opens up opportunities that do not exist under traditional
procurement practices. It is value and not
price that matters, but value-based procurement can drive down costs because it
produces better outcomes.
Some systems in Canada have already
moved toward the new procurement system for certain goods and services. The
value-based framework considers core
value outcomes, innovation, sustainability and socioeconomic impact. Patient
outcomes are considered relative to the
cost of delivering outcomes over the total
delivery cycle. For example, an innovative medical device can reduce the time
it takes to perform a surgery, shortens the
hospital stay, and eliminates the need for
another hospital stay. The cost savings
may more than offset the cost of the medical device.
Obviously the current RFP process
will not suffice because it takes input from
a variety of professionals and experts

to assess performance and outcomes of
whatever is being purchased. An outcomes-based process follows a process
in which the technical specifications are
developed by the appropriate experts but
are reviewed by a group of professionals
representing different disciplines. This
puts the focus on the total delivery system of the product or service which is
likely to include a variety of medical professionals.
For example, a new medical device is
used by the surgeon, but total patient care
includes surgical preparation, post-operative care, dietary considerations, drugs
and solutions, and so on. How does the
medical device impact outcomes of the
patient care cycle and net costs?
The price of the medical device is not
the only consideration. Assessing the value of the medical device requires input

from a representative group of end-users
which could include nurses, physicians,
surgeons, equipment maintenance technicians and others. One of the advantages of this approach is that medical professionals are also encouraged to cross silos
of care to consider outcomes.

INNOVATIVE PROCUREMENT
LEADS TO WIDESPREAD IMPACT

The impact of innovation purchases extends beyond one industry. There are socioeconomic impacts also.
First, the health of the Canadian population is improved through medical devices that aid in diagnosis and treatment
of diseases and medical conditions.
Second, Canada’s economy will benefit in numerous ways. Innovation flows
from entrepreneurs, medical suppliers,
equipment developers and manufactur-

ers. Spending on innovation will drive
more innovation through R&D.
Also, the global medical device market is expanding, and Canada can capitalize on the opportunities by becoming
a leader in medical device innovation and
production. Health becomes an economic driver.
Some provinces are already moving to
outcomes-based procurement or are having the critical conversations about the
transformation. Nurturing an innovative
healthcare industry that improves quality
of care and propels economic development can only make sense.
However, successfully making the
procurement transformation to a value-based system requires a collaborative
effort of all stakeholders from governmental and private sectors.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Holding Companies
Accountable:
Sustainability
Reporting and
Non-financial Factors
Stakeholders expect corporations to be
responsible global citizens and want proof of
effort. Sustainability reporting, or non-financial
factor reporting, demonstrates performance
and assists with strategic decision-making.
BY ROBIN BYRD

A

s stakeholders insist on more
transparency in corporate performance, reporting practices
are changing. Businesses are
increasingly reporting on financial and
non-financial factors to build trust and
improve business performance. Non-financial information includes measures
and reporting on environmental, social
and economic indicators, which also embrace human rights and ethics. Linking
the non-financial factors to operations
and financial performance enhances
risk management and increases competitiveness by positioning the business
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as the company of choice for customers,
suppliers, domestic and global business
partners, and investors. This is an evolving practice that comes with challenges.
For example, how does a business quantify bribery supply chain risks, or climate
change impacts?

Sustainability Reporting
Applies to All

The International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) defines integrated reporting as “a process that results in communication by an organization, most visibly

a periodic integrated report, about how
an organization’s strategy, governance,
performance, and prospects lead to the
creation of value over the short, medium
and long-term.” Non-financial disclosures can be made in traditional annual
reports, which is integrated reporting.
Some companies still publish an annual
financial report and also publish separate
non-financial reports monthly, quarterly,
or annually.
Sustainability reporting is growing
around the world. In the “Carrots and
Sticks” 2016 edition, research found that
government regulation accounted for
most sustainability instruments, but from
2013-2016 there has been a large increase
in voluntary reporting of social information. In fact, social reporting is growing
faster than environmental reporting.
Currently, most required reporting applies to large listed companies which also
are doing voluntary reporting, but there is
a definite trend toward SMEs incorporating non-voluntary financial information
also for the same reasons. These reasons
include risk management, building a positive reputation, and meting stakeholder
needs. SMEs make up a large portion of
global supply chains so corporate and
customer scrutiny is increasingly directed at these businesses.

Anything but
business as usual.
You have different plans. Higher hopes.
Loftier goals. With your talent and
ambition and our devices and services,
it’s all possible. At Microsoft, we believe
there’s no limit to how far a fresh
approach and technology can take you.
youatmicrosoft.com

We believe in creating opportunities for people to succeed –
in our products, in our workplace, and among our suppliers.
For that reason, we are strongly committed to supplier
diversity, including seeking certified minority, woman,
service-disabled veteran, and veteran owned business
enterprises from which to purchase competitively priced
quality goods and services.
Together with our suppliers, we are continuously innovating
to lower the cost of technology, making it accessible to all
and showing leadership in supporting the communities in
which we work and live.
Visit http://www.microsoft.com/procurement/supplierdiversity
to learn more about how to do business with Microsoft.

SUSTAINABILITY
Value Proposition of
Sustainability Reporting

A lot more is expected in terms of reporting in recognition of the range of challenges and opportunities that impact
business value and are not recognized in
traditional financial reporting. Integrated reporting blends required financial
and voluntary reporting which includes
strategic disclosure. Strategic disclosures
refer to the trends and other factors that
impact long-term value generation, performance, direction, growth, capacity,
and volumes. Each country is at a different stage in terms of regulatory (required) initiatives and voluntary reporting. However, as Naveen Kalia, partner
audit for KPMG, says in “Audit Trends
2016,” “Even those regulatory initiatives
that have yet to be implemented in Canada are important, as our regulators are
closely monitoring global change and do
not want to lag on key measures.”
The factors to include in sustainability
reporting depend on the business and industry. A Canadian manufacturing company could report on air, soil and water
pollution; wastes; employment figures;
and impact on biodiversity. A multinational Canadian company could disclose
the same type of information while also
adding social factors such as community
impact through procurement or urbanization and subsequent pollution. The
Prince’s Accounting for Sustainability
Project (A4S) and the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) research found that information on governance, social and community, and the environment are most
relevant for investors and analysts. There
is a large set of potential non-financial
factors that businesses can choose from.
They include governance, human rights,
innovation, human capital practices,
occupational health and safety, climate
change, R&D, community impacts, environmental impacts, natural resources
management, intellectual capital, and
meeting customer needs.

Embedding Sustainability
into Decision-Making
CPAs and global financial experts are
working to standardize non-financial reporting, and they are creating tools to assist businesses. The A4S Chief Financial
Officer Leadership Network was formed
in 2013 to bring large businesses together
that are seeking to embed the manage-
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ment of environmental and social issues
into business processes and strategy. CPA
Canada supports the effort and offers
links to four guides developed by A4S
CFO Leadership Network. These guides
are focused on turning sustainability indicators into actionable information for
decision-making about things like investor capital allocations and investments,
business investments, and risk management which is disruption planning.
The effort to standardize reflects the
challenges inherent in non-financial reporting. One major issue is determining
how to measure non-financial factors.
Another is the difficulty in comparing
non-financial factors between companies, especially social and environmental
factors. Without standardization, methods of measurement and reporting will
vary from company to company. In addition, the large variety of non-mandatory
non-financial factors that companies can
choose to report on will also make it very
difficult to compare information because
it is unlikely that similar factors will appear across the board.

Setting High Reporting
Standards

A number of Canadian companies conduct non-financial reporting. They include Cameco, Teck Resources, Enbridge,
TELUS, Toronto-Dominion Bank, WSP
Global, Sun Life Financial, Celestica, and
Bank of Montreal. Looking at Enbridge’s
online 2015 CSR & Sustainability Report

as an example, there are multiple categories that include maintaining the fitness
of systems and leak detection; Aboriginal
and Native American rights and engagement; customer relations; renewable and
alternative energy; economic impact and
benefits; community investment; human
health and safety; environment and land
management; emergency preparedness
and response; stakeholder engagement;
employee relations; sustainable supply
chain and procurement; and business
conduct and ethics.
Click on the supply chain and procurement option, and readers find a description of the supply chain and numerous sections with details about topics like
the Supply Chain Management structure
and governance; risk mitigation; labor
practices; human rights; child labor; integration of the environmental, social,
and governance factors; and forced and
compulsory labor. There is also a description of strategic priorities and 2015 performance statistics and descriptions.
Enbridge is one of the more advanced
companies reporting non-financial factors but gives an excellent idea of the
many factors that could be included in reporting. One of the challenges is deciding
which factors are most relevant to stakeholders. It is important to not lose sight of
the reason for moving toward non-financial factor reporting. It is to identify, track,
and manage the factors that can have the
most impact on business value and to report on corporate responsibility performance in a globally connected world.

DIVERSITY ASIA

FIRST ORDER OF ECONOMIC
BUSINESS: RETAINING WOMEN
IN INDIA'S WORKFORCE
BY JILL MOTLEY

I

ndia is a country in transition
with Prime Minister Narendra Modi leading the effort to
grow the economy through less
bureaucracy, more efficiency
and full productivity. Already the
second most populous country in
the world, statisticians project India
will eventually outgrow China in
terms of population by 2022.
Putting people to work is critical to economic progress, yet the
labor participation rate of women
has been declining. Despite more
women completing secondary education, fewer are joining and staying in the formal and measured
workforce. This slows much needed economic progress in India and
in the world economy.
Changing the trend is not simple because cultural norms play
such a large role, but the government and multinationals can work
together to create focused initiatives that make it easier for women
to join and stay in the workforce.

Indian workforce participation rates for women are falling, and
India is trying to stop the decline as it pursues greater economic
prosperity. Women are an economic force in a country anxious to
improve the quality of life for all Indians.

MANY
MARRIED
WOMEN
WHO BEGIN
HAVING
CHILDREN
DECIDE TO
STAY HOME
TO CARE
FOR THE
FAMILY.

men the number is 56.6 percent.
As India continues urbanizing and
growing its economy at a 7 percent
rate, it is reasonable to expect more
women would be entering the formal workforce and remaining employed. That is not the case.
One of the well-recognized
barriers to increased employment
of women in skilled jobs are based
in culture, a difficult challenge to
overcome. Many married women
who begin having children decide
to stay home to care for the family.
One of the reasons is that employers do not offer supportive benefits

such as childcare support and flexible work schedules. Ironically, this
is one of the top reasons women in
Western companies also choose to
not pursue leadership positions or
decide to remain in lower level positions with lighter work demands.
India cannot afford to exclude
women from its workforce. Prime
Minister Modi is working to reduce
poverty, improve the quality of life
of the country's population, and expand India's presence on the world
economic stage.
Based on an estimate made by
the McKinsey Global Institute and

SO MUCH UNDERUTILIZED
FEMALE TALENT IN INDIA

India ranks 130th on the Gender Inequality Index that is prepared by
the United Nations Development
Programme and published as Table
5 in the Human Development Reports. The labor force participation
rate for females over the age of 15 is
27 percent, while for men it is 79.9
percent. Twenty-seven percent of
women 25 years old or older have
some secondary education, but for
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progress. The third stage career establisher has worked nine or more
years and is focused on leadership
development.
One example of a leading
company is SAP Labs which offers generous maternity leave,
work-from-home options, an inhouse childcare center and flexible
working hours. The company has a
three-tier leadership development
program which are Career Cognizance for entry–level women;
Beyond the Horizon and Strive to
Lead programs for middle–management women; and the Leadership Excellence Acceleration
Program for intensive leadership
development in preparation for
reaching the executive level.

MAKING IT EASIER TO
RETURN TO WORK
reported in the Times of India, the
country can potentially add $2.9
trillion to annual GDP by the year
2025, if it improves gender parity.
The report points out that improving gender parity depends on the
country focusing on education level, legal production, financial and
digital inclusion, and unpaid care
work. Each area of focus is a major
challenge and will require government intervention.

LEADING THE WAY TO
IMPROVED RETENTION

Multinationals also have an influence on the rate of change because
they bring jobs and economic
growth. They can contribute to
the success of government interventions by adding their own programs and benefits that attract and
retain Indian women.
Investing in educational and
vocational programs for women is
a good example, and an approach
successfully used in Western or
highly developed countries. Giving women opportunities to develop skills that employers need will
draw more women into the workforce. Offering onsite childcare
services or subsidized day care and
flex time, so that women can meet
family needs, are other examples.
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Ensuring equal pay for equal work
is always important. Educated
women in particular are more likely to join the labor force if they find
good paying opportunities.
There is a growing number of
corporate initiatives focused on
retaining India's women in the
workplace. Tech companies in particular have assumed a leadership
position.
In the report "Making Diversity
Work – Key Trends and Practices in
the Indian IT-BPM Industry," PricewaterhouseCoopers reviews trends
and practices in India's information-business process management
(IT-BPM) industry which employs
more than 1.3 million women and
generates an uncounted number of
indirect employment jobs for women. Approximately 28 percent of the
female employees are the primary
breadwinners.
The research found that diversity and inclusions (D&I) initiatives
in India should be "hyper-specialized" to fit the career stage of women. The career starter stage includes
women with up to three years of
experience who are just learning
work-life balance and workplace
culture. The second stage is the
career developer who has worked
four to eight years and is focused
on developing expertise and career

GIVING
WOMEN
OPPORTUNITIES TO
DEVELOP
SKILLS THAT
EMPLOYERS
NEED WILL
DRAW MORE
WOMEN
INTO THE
WORKFORCE.

A variety of initiatives and practices can improve retention of Indian
women in the workplace. They include offering training and development opportunities, and mentoring and coaching.
An area of particular focus
is the number of women in middle-management positions who
decide to have children and do not
return to work because of childcare
requirements, lack of confidence
about returning to work, and an
unwillingness to return to a lower
level position. To encourage women to return to work, companies are
developing maternity-focused programs and returnship programs
Multinational companies are
doing a lot of good work in the area
of hiring and retaining women
in the workforce. Each company
must develop unique strategies
that fit their location and local demographics. Women in rural areas
may have different training needs,
for example, compared to women
in urban areas. All companies need
a good governance and accountability structure. In India, business leaders should also partner
with the government as it steps up
efforts to build a fully productive
workforce.
India is getting track to become
a global economic force, and women will be key contributors.

Tenneco is a leader in Clean Air and
Ride Performance technologies supplying the
world’s leading manufacturers of cars, trucks,
commercial vehicles and equipment, and the
global aftermarket. We’re also a growth company,
with annual revenue growth outpacing the
industries we serve for more than a decade.

A diverse supply chain is a key
commitment to our customers
and part of our growth plans.
In fact, over the past three years we have
more than doubled the number of diverse
suppliers we partner with and nearly
tripled our diversity spend.
To learn more about supplier diversity at Tenneco,
contact Fernando Ronderos, Diversity Purchasing
Manager, 847-482-5408, fronderos@tenneco.com,
or visit www.tenneco.com.

Together
we grow faster
and go further

Partial list of products and services we procure: stainless steel, tubing, stamping, hangers, flanges, braces, clamshells, castings, heat shields,
www.diversityglobal.com
metal fabrications, springs, bushings, fasteners, logistics, capital equipment, containers staffing services, corrugated packaging.
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DIVERSITY EUROPE

RECOGNIZING
AND OVERCOMING
'DIVERSITY FATIGUE'
IN THE WORKPLACE
EMPLOYEES DEVELOPING DIVERSITY FATIGUE
ARE LESS LIKELY TO LISTEN TO DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION MESSAGING. EMPLOYERS
MUST OVERCOME THE FATIGUE TO CONTINUE
REALIZING THE ADVANTAGES OF A COHESIVE
DIVERSE WORKPLACE.
BY ANNA GONSALVES

A

s Europe copes with an influx of immigrants and
refugees, coupled with globalization of businesses,
organizational leaders are faced with diversity
fatigue in the workforce. Many people are growing
weary of hearing about diversity which lessens the
impact of the message of inclusion. Europeans are regularly
confronted with lecturing politicians; community challenges,
as people arriving on Europe's shores strain compassion and
resources; and employers requiring diversity training.
Diversity fatigue in the workplace makes it much more likely
employees are tuning out the inclusion message. Workers who
ignore the message in the workplace can undo much of the
progress an employer has made toward developing an inclusive
culture that enables all people to fully contribute their talents
and to achieve full productivity.
When signs of diversity fatigue set in, employers can overcome it by using several strategies that keep messaging on track
to maximize the advantages that diversity brings. They include
giving employees opportunities to set goals and offering more
socializing opportunities for positive interactions.

SUBTLE SYMPTOMS OF DIVERSITY FATIGUE

Europeans are dealing with a human crisis as waves of refugees
land on their shores. The flow of asylum seekers has led many
people to question diversity in their respective countries with
implications for the workplace.
The Pew Research Center "Spring 2016 Global Attitudes
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Survey" found there was no nation in which a majority of the population believes the increasing racial,
national, and ethnic diversity is good for the country.
In the 10 countries surveyed, the majority of people
believed that sharing native customs and traditions is
important to national identity, realizing the new arrivals are unfamiliar with both.
The flow of asylum seekers and migrants, coupled
with globalization leading to growing workplace diversity, is leading to what some professionals call diversity
fatigue. Originally referring to mental exhaustion created by ongoing workplace effort to promote diversity,
diversity fatigue can easily be intensified by the constant attention and messaging through news and social
media in personal lives.
In the workplace, executives, managers, and
employees develop diversity fatigue, arising out of the
constant effort to keep diversity and inclusion as principles applied on a daily basis. Leadership consistently
works to keep diversity on the agenda, while employees regularly deal with challenges such as coworker
cultural differences and language barriers, and frequent messaging through workforce training modules
and events.
The reality is that people carry their personal perspectives and feelings into the workplace, so employers are at a disadvantage because people may hear
one message at work and a totally different message
in their personal lives. Diversity and inclusion are not
principles that apply only to the workplace.
The symptoms of diversity fatigue can be subtle.
People stop reading positive messages about diversity
or stop attending non-mandatory training sessions.
Employees might become less cooperative or more
openly critical when working with diverse employees;
stop volunteering to participate on projects involving
diverse teams; and begin refusing to talk about diversity because they “have had enough.”
At the leadership level, developing an inclusive culture can wear down management because it requires
near constant effort, even in the face of employee
resistance. If leadership does not support diversity and
inclusion, employees are much less likely to do so.

THE FLOW OF ASYLUM SEEKERS
AND MIGRANTS, COUPLED
WITH GLOBALIZATION LEADING
TO GROWING WORKPLACE
DIVERSITY, IS LEADING TO WHAT
SOME PROFESSIONALS CALL
DIVERSITY FATIGUE.

AVOIDING THE LECTURES

The importance to so many people of sharing customs
and traditions offers guidance to employers wondering
how they can help overcome diversity fatigue.
Advocating for inclusion does not necessarily mean
publicly discussing inclusion. For example, re-emphasizing a workplace culture by communicating the
importance of sharing the same organizational values
and goals can minimize diversity fatigue. The focus
is on what people have in common rather than their
differences, and the messaging avoids sounding like a
lecture. One of the reasons diversity fatigue develops is
that frequent talk and a few small initiatives can make
people feel like they are forced to accept diversity and
that leadership is only doing the bare minimum, more
out of obligation than commitment. The workplace
culture is the foundation for making diversity and
inclusion principles of pride for all employees, which
lessens the chances of diversity fatigue developing.
Building a culture that supports diversity takes sustained effort, rather than a few employee initiatives.
Employees need to have plenty of opportunities to

contribute to an inclusive workplace.
Ordering people to accept diversity by dictating recruiting
and hiring goals is ineffective. Goals are important, but when
they become a factor for reward or punishment (i.e. not meeting
goals reduces compensation increase), goals can also become
burdens on people already struggling to manage additional
workloads and diversity challenges in the continuing era of cost
cutting. When goals are viewed negatively, diversity fatigue sets
in. One way to minimize diversity fatigue is to let employees
participate in goal setting.
Another strategy for minimizing diversity fatigue is to turn
a mandatory program into a joyful one through socialization
opportunities. Employers who are willing to invest resources
in providing enjoyable opportunities for employees send a
positive message of the importance of accepting each other.
Socialization includes activities like social hours, diversity day,
CEO breakfasts, and for global employees, Employee Resource
Groups that promote idea sharing.
Creating opportunities for positive interactions contributes
to the desired organizational culture and creates an environment in which diversity is celebrated rather than treated like a
grim requirement. People also get opportunities to share perspectives and challenges with each
other.

SUCCESSFUL DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION REQUIRES AN
ONGOING EFFORT

Business leaders that feel like they
are not getting a return on diversity
investments may find that diversity
fatigue has set in. When employees
dread attending diversity training
(in person or web-based) or avoid
interacting with diverse people, the
organization is harmed. Europe is
challenged with assimilating millions of people who come from
very different cultures, so it is not
surprising that diversity issues are
addressed every day in the news and
by governments.
Employers must be sensitive to
the fact that employees at all organizational levels are dealing with
a constant barrage of information
on diversity in their personal lives,
which carries over into the workplace.
Managing diversity requires
more than adding a program and
counting heads. It is an ongoing
effort addressing opportunities and
challenges.

www.diversityglobal.com
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SURINAME:

WORKING TO ASSUME A LARGER ROLE
IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
As Suriname continues to improve its
economy and government processes,
businesses are looking more closely at this
country for investment.

BY WILLIAM BELL

T

ucked between French Guiana and
Guyana with Brazil to the south, the
Republic of Suriname quietly goes
about its business. With the Atlantic
Ocean forming the northern border,
Suriname is the smallest independent
South American country. It is a small country that
is diligently working to take its place in the international trade economy and to attract Foreign Direct
Investment.
As the country's economy grows, there are increasing opportunities for new businesses and expanded import/export opportunities across industries from mining to industry. Suriname continues
to work to streamline some of its government processes, but opportunities exist now for those businesses looking for untapped markets.

FULL OF PROMISE

Geographically, Suriname has two distinct regions. One is the northern, coastal region where
most people live, and the other is the southern region which consists of mostly savanna and tropical rainforest. It is a small country by any measure
with a total population of approximately 540,000
people, and half live in the coastal capital city of
Paramaribo.
The official language is Dutch, but investors
will find several other languages spoken, including
English and Spanish. The official currency is the
Suriname Dollar, but many areas accept the U.S.
dollar and the Euro.
Another important characteristic of Suriname
is its ethnic diversity. The population includes Europeans, Chinese, East Indians, Amerindians, Javanese and Creoles.
To succeed as a foreign investor in Suriname,
history has shown it is critical to develop a strong
knowledge of the business culture to avoid unnec-
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essary problems that could derail investment projects.
Taking every possible step to increase the odds
of investment success becomes even more important with awareness of the fact the World Bank's 2016
Ease of Doing Business index for Suriname is 158 in
2016 out of 190 countries. Out of ranking criteria like
“dealing with construction permits” and “enforcing
contracts,” the best ranked criteria is “trading across
borders.”

OPPORTUNITIES INSIDE AND
OUTSIDE THE BORDERS

This is a clue as to some of the internal and external
opportunities international businesses can find in
this beautiful country.
According to the State Department, the U.S. is a
principal trading country with businesses investing
heavily in the mining industry to extract gold and
bauxite for export. Also exported are fish, rice and
bananas. Suriname imports vehicles, machine parts,
wheat, meat and poultry, chemicals, and consumer
goods from the U.S.

However, the future is predicted to include an expansion of opportunities for exporters, engineering firms and
service companies. The Suriname government is looking
for companies interested in assisting with commercial
development of natural resources and infrastructure.
The government also has an interest in further diversifying its economy and is looking at fresh water, agriculture and tourism. Other important trade partners are the
Netherlands, China, Trinidad and Tobago, and Japan.
In 2012, a government entity IDCS (Investment and
Development Corporation Suriname) was established as
a one-stop liaison for counseling on foreign investments.
Suriname maintains an embassy in Washington, D.C.,
and a consulate general in Miami, Fla. The U.S. maintains an embassy in Paramaribo. These are excellent
organizations to begin research on opportunities in Suriname.
However, there is another potential set of opportunities related to Suriname's relations with India should
Suriname implement supportive policies, and Suriname
and India expand diplomatic relations in the coming
months and years. Suriname could serve as a starting
point for expansion of investments in India, and the Latin
American and Caribbean (LAC) region.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

The Suriname government, a member of the World
Trade Organization, actively supports Foreign Direct
Investment, has an ongoing alliance with the Caribbean Single Market and Economy (CSME), and maintains
membership in CARICOM. The CARICOM membership
makes Suriname a party to several trade agreements in
the region, including the Dominican Republic and Cuba.

Companies setting up business in
Suriname will find a growing expat
community, an American school,
and a labor force anxious for new
employment opportunities.

CARICOM membership also makes Suriname a
party to the Economic Partnership Agreement between the European Union and Caribbean states
that belong to the CARIFORUM group.
Companies setting up business in Suriname
will find a growing expat community, an American school, and a labor force anxious for new employment opportunities. Per the CIA "World Fact
Book," the unemployment rate is approximately 15
percent. Most (69.3 percent) of the people are employed in services, followed by industry (19.5 percent) and agriculture (11.2 percent). As is true for
most emerging economies, there is a high poverty
rate, but there is also a high literacy rate with 95.6
percent of the people over 15 years old able to read
and write.
Starting a business in Suriname still involves
maneuvering through sometimes difficult bureaucracy and legal requirements, but that is true
for many emerging economies still making their
way in the global business environment. The Suriname Ministry of Trade and Industry continues
to work toward simplifying the process for setting
up and conducting business in the country. The
most common business structures are the limited
liability company and the sole proprietorship. The
World Bank "Doing Business" website gives stepby-step instructions on starting a business.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF RESOURCES

The Suriname Chamber of Commerce & Industry
is another good source of information, especially
concerning trade fairs.
Sometime at the end of November or middle
of December, the country's biggest trade fair is
held, which typically has over 100,000 visitors
and features a variety of business exhibitions. Another large trade event is the AGRO-ICT-Made in
Suriname Fair, which includes businesses across
industries like agriculture, forestry, ICT, financial
services, education, food and beverages, clothing,
chemicals, metals, packaging, industrial parts and
equipment, tools, vehicles, machinery, and much
more. The Chamber of Commerce also offers the
“One Stop Window,” which takes business owners
through the startup application process.
Suriname is a country to watch closely for
opportunities as the government continues to
streamline the process for Foreign Direct Investment, and import and export of goods and services. Just about every industry has needs that can
be met through economic expansion and innovation.
The people are dynamic, reflecting a multiethnic, multicultural and multilingual population.
The country is also interested in protecting its
natural environment, and that means there is one
more area with enormous opportunities – sustainability.
www.diversityglobal.com
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Using Technology
as a Communication Tool
for Successful M&A
During a major change, the factor that most
determines long-term success or failure is
people. Technology can influence culture,
perspectives and behaviors.
BY DAVE DESOUZA

A
In many M&A
cases, the
most skilled
and talented
people, able to
easily find other
employment,
leave the
company
while many
of the people
staying become
disengaged.
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merger or acquisition (M&A) brings
a company important advantages,
like access to new or expanding markets and technologies, and creating
greater shareholder value. The strategic advantages come with a price
though. Merging two corporate cultures is challenging with the integration of two companies disruptive
for people on both sides of the equation. Key employees are at risk of leaving in search of more stable
work environments, and remaining employees live
with the fear of unknown work redesign or layoff.
Skillfully leading employees through the disruption requires having senior leaders and managers
who know how to build a new culture and include all
employees in the process. Technology is at the center
of the effort because it enables leaders at all levels to
engage employees on a regular basis, reinforcing the
new culture, operating model and value proposition.

FAILING TO ENGAGE CAN LEAD TO FAILURE

Despite the solid reasons for pursuing an M&A, 70 to
90 percent of them fail per Clayton Christensen, a
Harvard Business School professor who is an expert
on disruptive innovation. One of the top reasons is
lack of attention to the needs of the merging workforces.
An M&A creates a lot of uncertainty about work
design, job security, communication procedures,
management styles, how much to trust management, and long-term goals. When employees are
uncertain, even fearful, about their roles and jobs,
they are disengaged, leading to lower productivity
and higher turnover.

Human capital issues can be overlooked when an organization is fully occupied with the financial and operating
issues associated with M&A. Except for
senior leaders and M&A team members,
communication with employees is usually in the form of announcements and
training workshops, with little effort put
into employee engagement.
Human Resources and functional
leaders are faced with a number of challenges that include balancing the need
for disclosure and the need for confidentiality; making decisions concerning
layoffs, job redesigns, transfers and promotions; identifying potential conflicts;
integrating policies and procedures
while recognizing a group of employees
could experience significant changes in
compensation and benefits; and creating a merged organizational culture that
promotes engagement and productivity.
With so many issues impacting
people, it should not be surprising that
waiting until the M&A is complete to
address the impact on employees leads
to failure. While the business leaders are
negotiating, people in the workforce at
each company are considering their own
circumstances in terms of pay, satisfaction with their job, likelihood of layoff,
and attitudes about management. In
many M&A cases, the most skilled and
talented people, able to easily find other
employment, leave the company while
many of the people staying become disengaged.

BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER TO
CREATE A UNIFIED CULTURE

Assuming the details of the M&A are
successfully managed, effective communication with employees before,
during and after the process becomes
the single most important change management factor for long-term success.
Details include developing new policies
and procedures concerning everything
from compensation to employee behaviors like drug use and ethics.
The Society for Human Resources
Management also recommends informing the most skilled and knowledgeable
employees of company intentions concerning their roles post-M&A as early as
possible as a sign of commitment in the
hopes key people will not leave.
It is critical for management to communicate with the entire organization

throughout the M&A process. Technology plays a central role in making
it possible to reach each employee and
for leaders from the C-suite on down to
send regular updates and motivating
messages. Regular communication with
the workforce becomes the factor that
ties everyone together. Keeping people
informed is an empowering strategy, but
communication must be two-way. Who
knows better than the frontline leaders
and their staff how to streamline work in
a merged operation or how to innovate in
order to perform more efficiently and effectively as a single organization?
Regular, straightforward, and honest
two-way communication on updates and
progress contributes to a unified culture
in which people are treated with respect
for their experience and knowledge.
Culture alignment is one of the most
challenging aspects of M&A because
managers must be able to reconcile the
two cultures from the employee's perspective. During the M&A process, performing a cultural assessment that provides data on the differences between
the cultural drivers of the two companies
helps managers understand what needs

to be done in order to form a unified culture.

TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION

There are many ways to effectively utilize technology for transparency and
workforce engagement.
The organization's internal social
media can provide updated information,
enabling executives as well as frontline
managers to communicate information
and get feedback. It also has the advantage of enabling people to ask questions
that many others would like to ask but
hesitate to do so. It creates a bond between employees, no matter where they
work, when they can see that others have
the same questions. Managers providing answers are ensuring consistent responses are delivered to all employees.
Another critical role technology can
fill is the delivery of Human Resources
policies and procedures of enormous
importance to employees. They include
the final policies and procedures for the
single organization on compensation,
health insurance, retirement plans, payroll processing, reporting of ethics violations, training schedules, and anything

else of importance.
Post M&A, technology can provide
the data and analytics that track and
monitor operations and productivity to
ensure value capture and to maintain
alignment between workforce effort and
business goals. Identifying skills gaps as
early as possible for the purposes of providing targeted training can contribute
to organizational sustainability. Online
surveys can track employee attitudes
and engagement levels, identifying potential productivity and commitment issues. Critical data for early identification
of M&A problems include productivity
declines, higher turnover, increasing
number of customer complaints, loss
of regular customers, and market share
shrinkage.
Technology provides the ability to
communicate with employees, becoming a critical change management tool.
Never ignore employee needs or feelings
or keep employees in the dark about the
M&A process.
How it goes during the first 100 days
after the M&A is completed can determine long-term success.

www.diversityglobal.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA IS PROM

Executives may be quick to say there is not
enough time to learn and use social media.
They would be surprised to discover the
benefits they are missing out on.

BY JOSHUA FERDINAND

ocial media is working its
way up the corporate ladder.
A growing number of C-suite
executives are using social
media, and for good reasons
that include transparency and
the ability to follow industry conversations. Many executives remain leery of
using social media for an equal number
of reasons that include the risk of brand
damage and time.
The key to ensuring the good reasons
outweigh the risks is for those who are

There is a lot of discussion today
about the end of silos, yet the last bastion
of silos seems to be the lack of utilization
of social media in the C-suite. It is a kind
of silo because the executives not using
social media technologies are isolating
themselves to a great degree, missing out
on opportunities to connect with a variety
of stakeholders.
There are many advantages to executives using social media besides joining
community or industry conversations. An
executive can portray a brand of inclusion
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savvy about the business use of social
media to help top executives become successful social influencers whether in the
office, traveling, attending conferences,
or at home.

Power to Connect with
Variety of Stakeholders

Social media gives executives the power to connect directly with stakeholders,
giving them a powerful communication
tool that enables them to come out of the
"ivory tower."

OTED TO THE C-SUITE
and leadership skills by sharing relevant
information with employees, businesses
(customers, partners, and suppliers), customers, the local or global community,
and investors. It gives stakeholders the
unusual opportunity to learn executive
perspectives, opinions, personality and
plans, and that can attract skilled labor
and talent with the needed skills. In fact,
CEOs can interact with potential employees, increasing pre-employment employee engagement.
C-suite transparency is a positive
quality in the connected business environment that exists today. Increased
transparency raises the company profile
or brand, making social media a key tool.
Who better to drive good perceptions
about the organization's social responsibility, ethics and commitment to product
quality than the people at the top? Suppliers can also discern business opportunities from the comments executives make
in social media.
People in general trust companies
more when the top executives are willing
to be active on social media, likely because it proves they have nothing to hide
except for proprietary information and
they feel an individual connection. Social
media gives customers a level of comfort
about the brand because executives confirm the mission and values of the company. Executives can also become "real people" to the company team, overcoming
geographic barriers with ease.

Word to the Wise

Social media must be used wisely. Messages not carefully constructed can
quickly get the social media user criticized. People can tweet or post comments
that (hopefully unintentionally) offend or
are misinterpreted.
For example, the owner of a baking
company posted a Facebook comment
that called other commenters "punks"
because some posters did not agree with
company policies. The lesson for executives is to not address sensitive subjects
like politics and religion, only post comments that are on point, and avoid trying

to be funny. What some executives have
discovered is that what one person considers humorous, another will find offensive.
There have been a number of studies
conducted on social media that found
executives comfortable with using social
media are better prepared to lead their
companies in the networked world. To
date, LinkedIn has been the most popular
choice for executives, but it is important
to use the social media that stakeholders
are most likely to use, and that may mean
using more than one medium.

THE
LESSON FOR
EXECUTIVES IS
TO NOT ADDRESS
SENSITIVE SUBJECTS
LIKE POLITICS AND
RELIGION, ONLY POST
COMMENTS THAT ARE
ON POINT, AND AVOID
TRYING TO BE
FUNNY.
For example, LinkedIn could be the
prime social media choice for communicating B2B and attracting talent with
desired skills. It is also an excellent medium for showcasing executive leadership
experience and skills, as well as accomplishments.
Facebook is a more populist social
media outlet, reaching a broader group
of people that includes those with an interest in things like the company's plans
for protecting the local environment,
public service commitments, and giving
feedback on a variety of issues from customer service to product content. Twitter
use is growing too for many of the same
reasons.
Social media also includes blogs and
online videos, either posted on the company website or the company YouTube
channel.

Overcoming Reluctance

Getting reluctant executives to use social
media is the first challenge. A convincing
argument is made by sharing statistics.
For example, Amy McIlwain, global
industry principal with Hootsuite, shared
research Hootsuite conducted with
LinkedIn concerning use of social media
by financial services executives. Her
research showed that social media use
led to a 40 percent increase in employee
engagement, a 50 percent greater chance
sales quotas will be met, and a great brand
perception in the marketplace. Among
Fortune's executive women, 76 percent
engage socially. Among global CEOs, 54
percent of global CEOs appear in company
videos.
Once convinced of the advantages of
executive use of social media, one or more
people proficient in its use can work with
the C-suite. It is more than just learning to
use the various social media sites. A plan
is needed to determine the ideal sites, the
particular audiences to reach, the most effective areas to address, and content priorities. Measuring results is critical to keeping
the messages on track to achieve the greatest benefits.
It is also very important for executives
to be judicious in sharing personal opinions
on topics that are not related to the business. Only inclusive, positive and informative posts and videos should be shared.
Social media offers all businesses of
every size a means of strengthening the
organization's brand and promoting the
executives as thought leaders. It is a powerful technology as beneficial to the CEO
of a global corporation as it is to the small
or medium–size MWBE. They can be key
strategies for growing a business by establishing industry thought leadership, connecting with suppliers and customers, and
finding desired talent in a tight labor market. In addition, female and minority executives can raise their voices amid the din of
stereotyping and unconscious bias.
With so many advantages, there is no
doubt that more executives will join social
media platforms, and the sooner the better.
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TECHNOLOGY

BRAND PARTNERSHIPS
TAKE A NEW TURN
IN THE FUTURE
Brand partnerships
have traditionally been
characterized by two or
more companies selling
similar products. Along
came Millennials and
technology, and the result
is a business future filled
with brand partnerships
comprised of businesses
selling very different
products and services.
BY DAVE DESOUZA

T

echnology and brand partnerships make a perfect
match. The ability to merge
data to produce in-depth information about markets,
customers and trends, and
the ability to share customer data, can
take competitiveness to the next level.
The types of partnerships are
unlimited. Auto companies partner with
companies developing state-of-the-art
Internet of Things software, creating
a flow of data that provides real-time
information about customer preferences
and behaviors. Marketing companies
partner with clients to merge prospecting
marketing data with client data.
However, the future of brand
partnerships is seen in the collaboration of
businesses that do not seem to have a lot in
common at first glance. For example, Uber
partners with restaurants, and Airbnb
partners with a solar energy company.
Driven by innovative Millennials who look
at business with new perspectives, the
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common denominator for these successful
but non-traditional brand partnerships is
an overlap of user characteristics.

LINKING UNLIKE BUSINESSES
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

An overlap of users means customers at
partnering organizations have similar
interests and preferences.
Uber partnered with restaurants
because the customers of the two
businesses have similar lifestyles and
because people frequently order Uber
services for a ride to local restaurants.
Surprisingly, Uber has also partnered with
Goodwill in some cities, which does not
seem like a typical brand match. Goodwill
joined forces with Uber for pickup of gently
used donation items, with rides scheduled
through the Uber app. Goodwill gets
more donations and Uber generates more
revenue. Technology serves as the link,
making it possible to immediately share
customer contact information in order to
deliver the best service.

TECHNOLOGY HAS
BEEN THE IMPETUS
FOR MANY BRAND
PARTNERSHIPS TO
DATE, BUT WHAT IS
LIKELY TO BE SEEN IN
THE FUTURE IS MORE
NON-TRADITIONAL
COLLABORATIONS LIKE
UBER AND GOODWILL.

Technology has been the impetus for
many brand partnerships to date, but what
is likely to be seen in the future is more
non-traditional collaborations like Uber
and Goodwill. The future of branding
partnerships is collaboration across
various marketplaces. This trend reflects
several interesting developments.
One is that it is very difficult for
businesses to be "all things" anymore and
remain competitive. They need to innovate
on a regular basis to meet customer needs,
and synergy is generated by partnering
businesses. It is not surprising that Airbnb
partnered with Delta Air Lines to give
airline loyalty members the ability to
earn SkyMiles points for booking Airbnb
stays or to become an Airbnb host. It is
surprising that Airbnb partnered with
SolarCity to connect Airbnb guests
and hosts with residential solar power.
SolarCity offers Airbnb customers $1,000
cash back on the purchase of solar panel
systems. Though the two brands may not
seem like they have much in common,
Airbnb's mission is focused on offering
consumers environmentally sustainable
ways to travel, while SolarCity offers an
environmentally safe energy source.
Technology makes this partnership
possible.
Another
development
is
that
technology is so specialized and changes
so rapidly that it is nearly impossible for
even mega-corporations to stay ahead of
the curve. Instead, even large companies
like Apple and IBM partner to better
penetrate global markets, integrating
analytics and software to create a new
class of apps. Spotify partnered with
Genius and SoundHound to create a new
set of collaborative Spotify playlists called
"Behind the Lyrics." The playlists shows
song lyrics and brief explanations of the

story behind the lyrics on user cell phones.
Uber also partnered with Spotify to deliver
music that Uber riders choose via an app
during their rides.

LOOKING AT PARTNERSHIPS
THROUGH A NEW LENS

Strategic partnerships are critically
important to keep pace with innovation
and the competition, creating a value
chain. They only work when both (or more)
partners win as a result of the joint effort.
Target audiences must be well matched
in terms of factors like lifestyle, interests
and positive value perceptions of the
brands. Customers must understand the
value that the partnership brings to their
lives. The partnership should drive depth
of customer engagement while expanding
the customer base, but the target audiences
do not have to be identical in terms of
demographics. Spotify partnered with
The Times so that Spotify could attract an
older market, and The Times could attract
a younger audience.
Technology not only made these kinds
of partnerships possible; it also made it

possible to measure results in great detail.
Partnering brands should measure factors
like the results of various marketing
channels, market penetration and
expansion, brand and product awareness,
marketing campaign spend by marketing
channel as related to results, brand
loyalty, and any other factor important to
cost efficiency and success.
Some brand partnerships involve more
than two partners. Kellogg Co. partnered
with global marketing and technology
agencies Carat, DigitasLBi, and iProspect
to drive brand awareness across Europe.
No single agency is in a designated lead,
a purposeful strategy to bring the creative
best to a particular project. Kellogg does
not share personal data, but it does share
data from its websites and ad campaigns
in an anonymized form.

FINDING COMMON GROUND IN
COMPANIES CUSTOMERS

Brand partnerships are not reserved
for tech-based companies, but data and
analytics enable brands to get the most
value out of the arrangements.

The French couture label Balmain
partnered with H&M to bring the highend ornate fashion to a wider audience at
a lower price. The collaboration brought
several advantages to both companies.
Balmain was able to sell fashions to a
digital savvy online audience, and H&M
was able to enhance its efforts to add
higher priced fashion lines.
Ford and Google partnered to build
high-tech self-driving cars, proving once
again that technology is driving the future.
As new technologies appear, new
strategic partnerships will develop in the
future to take advantage of them. What will
be seen are more businesses, seemingly
dissimilar at first glance, finding new ways
to expand markets through collaboration.
There are many consultants who
believe that businesses can no longer
achieve sustainability without forming
brand partnerships because reaching a
large set of new customers has become
too expensive when marketing alone.
If they are right, the world will see a lot
more interesting brand partnerships in the
future.
www.diversityglobal.com
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Timor Leste:
Beautiful
Natural Gem for
Eco-travelers

The exotic tropical island of Timor Leste
remains unspoiled, making it a prime
destination for serious eco-travelers. The
small nation is setting standards in ecocultural sustainability with its
community–based tourism model.

T

BY PAMELA GRANT

he Democratic Republic of
Timor Leste, also known
as East Timor, became the
world's newest and first sovereign state in the 21st century in 2002 after gaining
independence from Indonesia. Located
in Southeast Asia on the eastern half of
Timor Island, it is on the farthest island
of the Lesser Sunda Islands and approximately 300 nautical miles from Australia.
With a terrain consisting mostly of
rugged mountains and unmarred beaches, the small country is large in terms of
environmental sustainability, making it
a magnet for serious eco-travelers. Unspoiled, beautiful, culturally interesting,
and inviting, Timor Leste is also a standard bearer for community-based tourism.

Paramaribo
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Contributing to the
Community Through Travel

There is really no place on earth quite like
Timor Leste, from its unique historical
background to its pristine coral reefs.
Mountains with tropical rainforests in the
center of the country give way to grassy
plains, and white and black sand beaches.
Its history includes colonization by the
Portuguese, Indonesian occupation, and
a regular flow of Chinese merchants.
Since gaining independence, Timor
Leste has continually worked to achieve a
stable economy, a peaceful existence, and
a sustainable environment. Eco-travelers
are welcomed as long as they fully respect
the environment because East Timor is
clear about one thing: It will rigorously
protect its environment and culture for

Portuguese colonial buildings

generations to come.
Today, tourism is in its infancy, and
that means eco-travelers still have a rare
opportunity to enjoy a country's environmental treasures without fighting crowds.
Even more exciting is that visitors can
choose to stay in eco-lodges constructed
on the basis of the traditional architecture of bush building, and the revenue is
shared with the community.
In too many cases, tourism revenues
around the world go only to the government and business owners, with the people in the communities having little voice
in development and no access to revenues.
Timor Leste's community-based development approach, in places like Tutuala and
Maubisse, has been an enormous success,
with the income from eco-lodges and
tourism benefitting local communities as

Traditional dance

Areia Branca beach

eco-tourists are given opportunities to experience the country's culture in the most
natural way. Community members serve
as guides, hosts, caterers, environmental
managers and craftspeople.

Leave Only Footprints

Dili is the capital of Timor Leste and a good
place to begin a cultural immersion. It is
a bustling city with restored Portuguese
colonial buildings and is near the Areia
Branca beach. Wandering the streets lined
with quaint shops and markets, like the
Tais Market filled with local crafts, gives
visitors an opportunity to get to know the
locals.
Businesses that are 100 percent owned
by local people from Timor Leste offer tours
that focus on experiencing different ethnic groups of Timor Leste. Eco Discovery,

Eco-Lodge

headquartered in Dali, has a tour that
visits the Kemak and Mambae people in
the mountains and the Makasae on the
northern island coast. The village people adhere to traditional lifestyles that
include subsistence farming, thatchedroof homes, and traditional dress and
craft making.
This is such a small country but so
large in breathtaking opportunities to
experience undisturbed nature. Take
a three-hour hiking trek to the top of
Mount Ramelau, where the highest
mountain peak Tataimalau is found, and
be rewarded with stunning views of the
mountains. Stay in the town of Hatobuilico the day before the hike and get to
know the villagers.
If beaches are more to the liking,
Timor Leste has perfect beaches to suit
every preference. Areia Branca is one
of the more popular beach sites with its
white sand and nearby wetland habitats
for birds. Since it is popular, it also has a
variety of bars and restaurants nearby,
so you can fish or swim and then enjoy a
seafood meal. The Cristo Rei Back Beach
is less frequented and an excellent spot
for laying back and enjoying the azure
blue waters and pure white sand. Swim,
snorkel or fish to the heart's content. All
along the coast is found a number of pristine beaches where all visitors leave is
footprints.
Atauro Island is a 15-mile boat trip
from Dili. It is an ecological haven. Recently, scientists discovered the reefs
have more species of fish compared to any
other place in the world. It is not deserted because 8,000 people live on Atauro
Island, but there is no argument with describing the lifestyle on the island as laid
back. Eco-travelers can stay on the island
and spend time diving the crystal clear
waters filled with colorful tropical marine

Tais Market

life or lay on one of the beautiful beaches.
There are traditional hotels, but this
is an excellent spot for staying in an ecolodge to fully enjoy the cultural and environmental experience. Barry's Place ecolodge with thatched-roof accommodations
adheres to the principle of living sustainably and frugally in tune with Mother Nature. The eco-lodge also supports the local
community by providing economic assistance for scholarships, grants and project
work.

Discovering Laid Back
Contentment and Island Life

Unlike Atauro Island, Jaco Island is uninhabited because it is considered sacred.
Like Atauro Island, it is a gorgeous location.
Eco-tourists can visit the island, now a part
of the Nino Konis Santana National Park,
during the day and fish, snorkel or walk
the sands that ring the island. There are no
lodges on the island, but the eco-resorts on
the Tutuala Beach shore across the water
from Jaco Island offer thatched-roof guest
houses and beach camping. Jaco Island offers something nearly impossible to find
anymore – serene isolation.
Is there such a thing as being too laid
back? Eco-travelers to Timor Leste would
likely say "no" because laid back implies
taking the time to enjoy life. In this country, residents and visitors alike want the
same things – to preserve the natural environment and cultural heritage and to find
tranquility in a hectic world.
Here is some advice: First, visit Dili,
Maubisse, Baucau, Lautern, Same, Suai, or
any other city or town. Then find an outdoor
café, enjoy a cup of Timor Leste's homegrown coffee, and ponder the mysteries of
life while asking local townspeople the best
way to experience an eco-adventure. It is
the best travel advice a person can get.

Pristine coral reefs
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FOOD TALK

Mix French
and Spanish
Cuisine and the
Result is Unique

Andorra Food

Andorra is high in the mountains, so
the food reflects a hardy practical people
who learned to turn ordinary ingredients
into delightful and filling cuisine.

BY JOHN JACOBS

T

he microstate of Andorra is
found in the heart of the Pyrenees Mountains and is the
highest inhabited European
country. Once under Spanish
rule, followed by French rule,
the Principality of Andorra is comfortably
located between France and Spain. It is a
mere 181 square miles in size and has a
population of 85,000.
Given its history and location, it is not
surprising that the traditional food of this
quaint country is influenced most by Catalonia. The Catalans is an ethnic group
comprised of people from northern Spain
and southern France.

Turning Need for Filling Dishes
into Exceptional Cuisine

That is the background, but the description does little to convey the unique cuisine of this colorful country. Traditional
dishes are a blend of exquisite French
recipes, bolder Spanish recipes, and practical additions reflecting high mountain
living. The result is a somewhat exotic,
somewhat hearty, and somewhat exquisite range of foods and flavors that make
up an exceptional cuisine.
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Pa amb Tomàquet

The recipes use natural resources like
meat from cows, sheep, pigs, horse, hare,
wild boar and goats; fish; vegetables that
have been traditionally grown in local
gardens; and mountain herbs, mushrooms and wild berries. Nectum is a salad
dressing made from the pine cones of the
European silver fir.
The cuisine of Andorra is usually
called Catalan, but it truly has a much
greater infusion of various cultures and
includes unique approaches to food preparation.
For example, the national dish is a
hearty winter stew called escudella. It is
made with vegetables, white beans, potato, rice, chickpeas, pasta and an amazing
variety of meats. The traditional recipe is
anything but traditional because pasta,
vegetables and pulses (beans) form the
base, but cooks add a variety of meats of
their choosing. The meats may include
a mix of ham bone and marrow, sausages, prosciutto, veal, chicken, pig ears or
snouts, meatballs, and trotters, in any
combination.
If able to visit Andorra, the ideal way
to try this remarkable stew is at a bordas
or barn converted into rustic restaurants.
On second thought, perhaps there is a tra-

ditional escudella. The Brotherhood of
Escudellaires are guardians of the traditional recipe which they make each year
in Village Square during the annual Sant
Antoni celebration. So anyone who wants
to taste an authentic stew needs to visit
the country on Jan. 17.

Getting Down to Basics:
Meat, Cheese, Fish

Andorra's interesting cuisine has a lot
more to offer than stew.
Trinxat de Montanya is a Pyrenees
dish made with potatoes, winter cabbage,
garlic and tocino (bacon).
Mushrooms are popular dishes, too,
and are served in a variety of ways. It
might be white mushrooms in a cream
sauce or mushrooms in a warm spinach
salad or an omelet made with mushrooms
(truite de carreroles).
Dandelion leaf salad and escalibada
(roasted vegetables) are also frequently
served.
Andorra's specialties are meat and
cheese. Andorrans love meat dishes – all
kinds of meat. There is hare stewed in
wine, lamb chops or roasted lamb, all
kinds of domestic and wild meat grilled

Truite de casseroles

Andorrans also enjoy fish and a traditional recipe is cod au gratin with aioli
sauce made of garlic and olive oil. Trout is
stuffed with ham; whole trout is seasoned
with olive oil, lemon juice, and parsley,
Skyr
and then grilled; and trout is served with
Bunyols de vent

Cargols a la llauna

Trinxat de Muntanya

Cod au gratin

Satisfying the Sweet Tooth

Escudella

on an open fire, and plenty of pork dishes.
Cured pork sausage is one of the most
popular items and is homemade for special events. There is Botifarra, similar to
bratwurst; Bull de Llengua made of boiled
tongue; Chorizon which is a spicy Spanish
salami flavored with chili peppers, garlic,
and sauces; Salchichon or salami made of
very lean pork flavored with paprika; and
Saucisse de Toulouse which bears a Red
Label (quality) guarantee, to name a few.
Ham is just as popular as pork sausage. Another popular food is Andorran-style cannelloni which are dough
puffs filled with a meat mixture of lamb,
and chicken.

a prosciutto topping.
Andorrans also love snails. Cargols a
la llauna are slow–roasted snails served
with an olive oil vinaigrette with paprika or aioli which is a garlic mayonnaise.
Snails are also roasted with tomatoes or
cooked in a sausage-tomato sauce.
Cheese (formatge) is also a major
food item with high-quality cheeses
made primarily from sheep and goat's
milk in the northern region of Andorra.
Fromage de Tupi is a traditional fermented cheese aged in a clay pot. It is
made from goat, sheep or cow's milk,
and olive oil or liqueur. The cheese is
seasoned with garlic and then mixed
with butter, honey or tomato sauce to
lighten the pungent flavor.
From creamy soft cheeses to hard
cheeses, Andorrans enjoy this food at
most meals. In fact, diners can enjoy the
cheese and a glass of wine and Pa amb
Tomàquet for a meal. Pa amb Tomàquet
is a traditional Catalan recipe of toasted,
lightly oiled baguette bread slices that
are rubbed with garlic and a halved tomato and drizzled with olive oil.

Bull de Llengua

There are glorious desserts. Torrijas are
traditionally served during religious
holidays like Lent and Easter. They are
made with slices of bread soaked in
milk or wine with honey and spices. The
soaked bread is dipped in egg and panfried, and then rolled in sugar or topped
with jam.
After the end of Lent, Andorrans
enjoy sweets like bunyols de vent (fried
pastry filled with honey or pastry cream)
and mona de Pasqua (cake topped with
boiled eggs in traditional version). There
is a shortcake with cedar nuts and cream;
Crème Catalana which is like Crème
Brulée; Catànies which are almonds covered with white chocolate and powdered
black chocolate; and Mel i Mató or honey
on mató cheese.
One thing is for certain – Andorrans
eat well. They have learned over the centuries to use spices and locally grown
products with great expertise, creating
delicious dishes that reflect a cultural
heritage.
Passing from generation to generation, many recipes do not include measurements. The end result is that each
and every dish is unique.
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PEOPLE & PLACES

Rev. Jesse Jackson’s 20th
Annual Rainbow PUSH Wall
Street Project Economic Summit
Concludes with Resolutions on
Diversity and Inclusion
Celebrates 20 Years: Strengthening &
Redefining Inclusion and Equality in the
Corporate Marketplace

T

New York
he Rainbow PUSH Coalition and Citizenship Education Fund 20th Annual Wall Street Project Economic Summit ended its three-day conference with
resolutions on access to capital, inclusion and equality, and technology. The Wall Street Project Economic
Summit “Celebrating 20 Years: Strengthening
and Redefining Inclusion and Equality in the Corporate
Marketplace" featured panel discussions on technology, finance, sports, and generational diversity, and offered a 20-year
retrospective Diversity Report Card.
The summit brought together leading entrepreneurs, corporate executives, and the nation’s political leadership to increase
business and employment opportunities for minorities. The
three-day event was held at the Grand Hyatt New York.
“We must fight for equality. What does it mean today when
efforts and excellence means so much and inheritance and access means more? We’ve got to be changers of rules and our destiny,” says Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr., founder and president of the
Rainbow PUSH Coalition and organizer of the Wall Street Project, during the Wall Street Project Titans Business Luncheon.
“You have to be better in order to be equal. The rules of
the game have changed, the standard of excellence has been
raised,” said Raymond J. McGuire, global head of Corporate and
investment banking, Citi, who served as the luncheon’s keynote
speaker and was among the honorees.

Highlights of the Summit sessions included:

Urban Policy – Elected Officials: Public/Private Partnerships, a session that explored policy implications for such
partnerships and their key elements;

Labor: Pension Plans and Institutional Assets, which covered what can be done to increase engagement with under-represented institutional investors;

Urban Policy – Infrastructure, a discussion about the key
issues and strategies for public declaration in an environment of scarce financial resources; and

Diversity and Inclusion: Law Firms, a panel discussion that
framed the issues surrounding the necessary steps needed
to improve D & I of major law firms.
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Highlights of the three-day Summit included:
•
Release of a Diversity Report Card, a 20-year review and
grading of African-Americans on Wall Street, that evaluated the status of minority businesses in supplier diversity
and their ability to gain corporate procurement dollars. The
categories are asset management, construction, financial
services, food and beverage, information technology, investment banking/underwriting, janitorial/cleaning services, legal services, manufacturing, media and advertising, staffing/workforce development and transportation.
Overall grade was a C. The Report Card was authored
and produced by Maxine Leftwich, executive director,
wall street project; Derek Dingle, senior vice president/editor-in-chief, Black Enterprise magazine;
writer Frank McCoy and the staff of Black Enterprise.
•
Many of the categories associated with the Diversity Report
Card were discussed at numerous panel sessions. There
were informative discussions on education, HBCUs, international investment, new trends and emerging alternatives
in asset management, and healthcare.

Empowerment Defines the Global
Summit of Women in Japan

B

eyond Womenomics: Accelerating Access was the
name given to the Global Summit of Women in Japan held in Tokyo in May 2017. The growing success
of the event was evident in the attendance, as a record 1,600 delegates joined together at the Akasaka
Palace (Geihinkan) in Tokyo. This was the 27th year
for the premier event that inspires women to pursue their entrepreneurial, professional, and personal goals. The three day
program was packed with workshops, networking events, and
presentations that were led by a variety of corporate, nonprofit, and government professionals who shared their experiences,
wisdom, and advice.
The Global Summit is one of the most powerful business
events held today, attracting top voices in business and govern-

ment. The sheer variety of topics is impressive. There were three
session tracks: Leadership Development, Entrepreneurial, and
Issues. Attendees had a choice of breakout sessions each day,
which covered topics like "Building your Brand Internally and
Externally," "Accelerating Women's Access to Board Seats," and
"Accelerating STEM for Successful 21st Century Careers."
The speakers on the agenda were impressive and recognized
leaders, and VIPs were as excited as the attendees to have networking opportunities. The Global Summit attendees heard
from people like H.E. Shinzo Abe, the Prime Minister of Japan;
Marita Cheng, Founder and CEO of 2Mar Robotics in Australia;
and Ilka Friese, Managing Director and CFO, NTT DATA, Germany, to name just a few influential people as a representative
sample. The Global Summit also has some of the largest global
corporations as sponsors, including EY, IBM, Sheseido, Daimler, and Sodexo. Irene Natividad, President, Global Summit of
Women and Chair, Corporate Women Directors International invites anyone interested in the empowerment of women to
learn more about expanding possibilities for women by visiting
the globewomen.com website.
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WE FOR SHE

Conference to Inspire
Next Generation of
Women Again in 2017
VICTORIA,B.C.

F

ollowing on the success of the We for She conference in
Vancouver last year, Premier Christy Clark announced,
on International Women’s Day, that the We for She conference will bring business leaders and young women
from all across British Columbia together again for an event in
the fall of 2017.
The 2016 WE FOR SHE: Championing the Next Generation
conference was one of North America’s largest gatherings of
women’s organizations, companies, experts, business leaders,
advocates and young women. Last year’s event brought together more than 1,500 people to advance gender equality, give students and young women a greater understanding of their career
options and potential, expand their confidence in what they can
achieve, and give them a chance to meet dynamic and successful role models.
Premier Clark also announced $132,000 toward the creation of a mentorship pilot program. Members of the Premier’s
Women’s Economic Council (PWEC) and Minerva in partnership with the Women’s Enterprise Centre, Junior Achievement
and the WEB alliance, will deliver this program throughout
the province. The pilot program will aim
to encourage the leadership aspirations
of young women, help young women gain
confidence to speak their mind and express
their thoughts and opinions, create a safe
inclusive environment, foster positive relationships and healthy discussions, and
increase the community connections and
network opportunities for young women
through regular engagement with community and business leaders.
Premier Clark also announced the creation of a committee of the next generation
of female leaders. PWEC will work with
the Board Resourcing and Development
Office and organizations throughout the
province to submit names for appointment.
Premier Christy Clark –
“On this International Women’s Day it’s
important to celebrate and recognize successful women. Young women and girls
need to see others succeeding in fields that
traditionally have been dominated by men.
The We for She conference and the new
mentorship pilot program will help more
women acquire the skills and knowledge
they need to maximize their potential.”
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Shirley Bond, Minister of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training
and Minister Responsible for Labour –
“Supporting women as they pursue their career aspirations is
vital to ensuring they can be active participants in our economy and province. Mentoring is also an important part of helping
young women gain confidence, giving them access to dynamic
and successful role models.”
Lois Nahirney, chair of PWEC –
“The We for She conference is a powerful event bringing business
leaders and students together to advance women in our economy
and to inspire the next generation. The mentorship pilot program
will help us expand the reach of We for She around the province,
so that all girls and young women, no matter what part of the
province they live in, will be inspired to be bold in their careers.”
w

B.C. has more than 1 million women working, nearly half of
the current provincial labour force.

w

Women comprise 38.3 percent of all self-employed people
in B.C. in 2016 ranking B.C fifth among all provinces and
above the national average.

w

Women in business bring fresh perspectives, new ideas and
broader experiences and are inspirations to our younger generation.

w

PWEC was established in February 2014 to provide input,
advice and recommendations to government to continue to
improve the business environment for women.

w

PWEC consists of 13 members from various regions and
industries, including business leaders representing the key
sectors identified in the B.C. Jobs Plan.
PREMIER CHRISTY CLARK
Premier of British Columbia

STEM Alliance launches brand new

“Professionals Go Back To School” Scheme (PGB2S)
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

T

he STEM Alliance has launched
its brand new “Professionals
Go Back To School” Scheme
(PGB2S), the STEM Alliance programme to engage company professionals—technicians, engineers, researchers,
employment managers, etc.—to visit
schools and participate in collaborative
activities for a short session of one hour to
half a day or more.
The aim of "STEM Professionals Go
Back To Schools" is to raise pupils' and
teachers' awareness about STEM careers
in order to promote STEM jobs.
The initiative was launched March 6
and will run until the end of this school
year with a peak of activities around the
annual STEM Discovery Week, from
April 24 to 30.
The STEM Alliance provides an ecosystem to support, on one side, the school
to prepare and organise the event and the
visit, and on the other side the STEM professionals to make sure the contribution
during the visit in the school is meaningful.
The PGB2S booklet will provide all
the necessary tips for preparing a successful visit, and contains also sugges-

tions of pedagogical activities to propose
for the visit.
The unique PGB2S Tool allows schools
and companies to get in touch with one
other. It functions as a database to map
new and existing collaborative relationships between schools and companies.
The PGB2S Tool is the place to go to connect with a STEM professional.
STEM Alliance also provides commu-

nication material to promote the PGB2S
to companies, teachers, students and
schools.
The initiative is jointly coordinated
by European Schoolnet and CSR Europe
and supported by 13 major industries and
network of companies in Europe.
Shape the future generation of STEM
careers with the "STEM Professional Go
Back To School."

Middle East Companies Spend Too Little On Tech
LONDON, UK

M

iddle Eastern companies aren’t investing enough in digitisation, despite many of them
ranking it as their number one

priority.
A recent study by global strategy consulting firm Strategy& found that 77 percent of the 1,500 CEOs interviewed in
the Middle East said that the latest technology was their top objective. But only
10 percent of those companies reported
having a chief digital officer. The findings
were revealed to attendees at the Middle
East Conference, hosted by London Business School students.

Joe Saddi, Partner of Strategy&’s Middle East business, told attendees that investing in the latest technology wasn’t
enough. Businesses also needed to hire
young people with coding skills and digital experience, which would help address
unemployment in the region.
“Hiring people with coding skills is
not only a necessity for businesses, but
also a way to deal with unemployment by
hiring people from deprived areas,” Saddi
said. “Companies need to make sure they
have access to people who understand
both business and technology.”
He added “Today’s young men and
women are creative, tech savvy and business-minded – not the kind of people

who have traditionally been recruited.
They have a different profile and attitude.
There’s a challenge for business leaders
and HR to recognise that kind of talent
and be comfortable hiring them.”
Saddi said companies had to make
technology and digitisation the lynchpin
of their strategy to stay ahead in a globally-connected world. Failure to do so
would see them either lose ground to their
competitors or risk becoming obsolete.
“In 10 to 15 years, companies in the
Middle East will operate differently to
today because of digitisation. Investing
in technology now will help them gain a
competitive advantage.” he said.
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Nearly Three Quarters
of Academic and
Professional Women in
Higher Education Believe
Men are More Likely to
get Senior Positions

R

Leicestershire, UK

esearch from Loughborough University has revealed that higher education is failing women on
their path to senior roles.
Commissioned and funded by the Leadership
Foundation for Higher Education, the Aurora longitudinal study "Onwards and upwards?" is a five
year project tracking the work experiences and aspirations of
women working in academic and professional services in higher
education.
In a new report published by the Leadership Foundation the
findings from the first year of the study have been released.
The findings show women in the sector have serious concerns about their place in the workforce. Nearly three quarters
(72 percent) of the 1576 respondents believe men have a better
chance of attaining leadership roles, with just 35 percent believing women have equal opportunities in promotion, and that
female and male leaders receive equal respect. This is not a result of a lack of confidence, with 81 percent of women agreeing
they felt confident putting themselves forward for positions of
responsibility at work.
Despite a clear desire from women to progress, the study
found just over two thirds of respondents had applied for a job
move unsuccessfully at least once,
and nearly one–in–five had done
so four times or more. Specifically
regarding unsuccessful promotion
applications, nearly half have experienced at least one, and more than
11 percent have tried and failed at
least four times.
The study also included interviews with women in higher education and found personal stories
of the issues they have faced. Some
quotes from these interviews include:
“I have been quite shocked at
some of the decision–making practices and sexism within my institution and am keen to challenge
them. I am also keen to do well at
work and sometimes find myself
conflicted between protecting my
job and challenging bad practice.”
“There’s a lot of misogyny here.
One of the supervisors was heard to
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say that there were too many women here now. So it’s an on-going battle”
The research at Loughborough University is being carried
out by the School of Business and Economics and the School of
Sport, Exercise and Health Sciences.
Dr. Sarah Barnard, member of the research team from the
School of Business and Economics said: “It’s clear that many
academic and professional women in higher education feel willing and able to take on leadership roles, but they perceive that
university management practices and structures frequently hold
them back. There is also a danger that their goodwill will be exploited by being placed in 'glass cliff' situations where success is
extremely hard to achieve, and by their own lack of confidence in
seeking material rewards in return for their efforts.”
Vijaya Nath, Director, Leadership Development at the Leadership Foundation commented on the findings. “This study
shows not only is higher education failing to embrace diversity,
but there is clear danger of institutions losing talent. It is unacceptable that nearly three quarters of women believe they are
less likely to be promoted than a male counter-part. Ultimately,
these are cultural issues that must be addressed across entire institutions if we are to see a change." Nath said.
“And change is possible. We’ve seen first-hand, through our
own leadership programme for women, Aurora, some universities are making great strides. The uptake and impact of these initiatives and those like Athena Swan is hugely positive and make
for an optimistic outlook for the sector. Our plan is that this
study acts as a benchmark for the sector over the next five years.
It is also tracking the impact of Aurora, with the aim others can
learn from our findings about the best interventions and we can
continue to improve the programme. ”
Dr. Barnard added. “The project team are grateful to the
study participants for contributing to this work. We look forward to continuing to investigate the experiences of academic
and professional services women in the sector as the project progresses.”

GOLF

Business Golf vs.
Recreational Golf:
An Important Difference
There are two types of golf games. One is client focused
and one is friendship focused. Both are competitive
games, but the desired end result drives the difference.
BY VINCENT PANE

son that is unfortunately often forgotten.
Learning to play golf is
almost like a series of counseling sessions because people learn more about themselves in terms of things like
responses to adversity (four
above par), losing, winning
and relationships. Yes, relationships are developed on
the golf course. However,
business relationships are
quite different from relationships with family and friends
in the off-course world, so
they should be treated differently when playing golf.
This may seem quite obvious, yet many business deals
fail to develop due to lack of
professionalism. A potential
client is not a “best friend” or
“buddy,” meaning too much
familiarity can leave a poor
impression.
Conversations
need to be maintained on a
professional level throughout
the golf game.

Business Meeting on
the Golf Course

G

olf and business … business and golf.
Say it over and
over
again,
and it begins to
sound like the White Rabbit
in Alice in Wonderland who
was so worried about being
late for a very important date.
Golf and business do mix,
and so does golf for recreation. However, there are important differences to keep in
mind when playing business
golf versus recreational golf.
Business golf or client

golf requires learning how to
"walk the walk" and "talk the
talk" to give business associates and potential clients the
right impression concerning
leadership skills, planning
abilities, and preparedness.
Recreational golfers may
forget some equipment, act
like long-time friends, and
learn the golf course on the
fly. Business golfers who act
this way are likely to convince
potential business associates
or clients that they are not
serious about competing for
new business.

Not a Buddy

Business golfers should never
act like the White Rabbit – late
to an appointment, confused
and distracted. The client
who accepts a golf date with
a business owner or corporate
salesperson realizes there is
a dual goal – enjoy the game
and evaluate each other from
a business perspective.
The sun may be shining
and the green in perfect condition, but that does not mean
the game should be treated as
a recreational outing where
anything goes. This is a les-

One of the best suggestions
a businessperson can take is
to treat the business golfing
event like a business meeting.
Following business meeting
etiquette is a good rule of
thumb. It is important to be
on time, or preferably early
to the appointment, and to be
prepared.
When the client or associate arrives, the businessperson should be appropriately
dressed, have professional
equipment (avoid the "slice
proof" tees that look like
something a rookie would
use), and have the right items
on hand that show advance
planning and concern for the
comfort of the gold partner.
Will it be sunny? If so, bring
a spare visor and sunscreen.
Have ready spare golf balls,
tees, ball markers and tip
money for the club's workers.
www.diversityglobal.com
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GOLF
STRATEGY-I
The client or associate will take note of
how club personnel are treated.
Always get familiar with the course
ahead of time, another indication of a
person who planned ahead. Playing the
course in advance is ideal because it gives
the business golfer the ability to guide
the client or associate through the difficult greens, tight fairways, sand traps,
unusual course features and water holes.
However, be aware of personal attitude
and language used because condescension is never appreciated.
In today's age of technology, the cell
phone has become a portable office, but
that does not mean it should intrude on
the time spent with the golfing partner.
In fact, the cell phone should be out of
sight so that it is not lighting up over and
over again, creating a distraction during
the golf game or during conversations.
Some people find this surprisingly difficult to do because they are members of

Playing the course
in advance is ideal
because it gives
the business golfer
the ability to guide
the client or associate
through the difficult
greens, tight fairways,
sand traps, unusual
course features and
water holes.
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the digital generation and see the smartphone as an extension of themselves.

Be Conscious of Unconscious
Bias on the Golf Course

Assume that any potential client or business associate is serious about golf and
has accepted the offer to play with serious
intent. This is true for men and women.
Though diversity and inclusion principles are now espoused by most companies, the golf course remains a bastion of
discrimination, likely due to unconscious
bias.
In the PGA study "Business Golf: The
Gender Puzzle," businesswomen said
they often feel as if male golfers are trying to teach them what to do on the golf
course. Twenty-five percent said they are
more likely than men to feel stress while
playing what is meant to be an enjoyable
game.
The behavioral rules of the office
should be the same rules applied to business relationships on the golf course. It is
important to avoid showing arrogance,
bias, or condescension toward women
and men because of conscious or unconscious bias.
One more piece of advice is to dress
appropriately. A serious businessperson

would not show up for a meeting wearing
a Hawaiian shirt and flip-flops. There are
many golf clothing lines that offer very
professional looking slacks, shirts, and
shorts designed for comfortable play.
Wearing T-shirts with silly graphics will
not set the right tone and indicates the
golfer is not serious about the game or
about making a good impression on the
client or associate.
The old expression about clothes
making the man or woman still holds
true. A small investment in appropriate
attire will certainly bring an ROI of some
kind.

Win the Deal and Let the
Game Take Care of Itself

Recreational golfers have a lot more leeway when it comes to dress and behavior
on the golf course.
The business golf game is a business
meeting held at a venue that happens
to be a golf course. Keeping that rule of
thumb in mind can guide the business
golfer concerning advance planning, attire, attitude and appropriate behavior.
There is too much at stake to win the
golf game but lose the deal over small
things that taken together create an unprofessional appearance and attitude.
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